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John Rhodes (editor),  A Calendar of the Registers of  the Priory of Llanthony, 1457-1466, 1501-1525.
Gloucester shire Record Series volume 15, The Bristol and Glouces ter shire Archaeo logical Society, 

October 2002, pp. 42 + 234, ISBN 0900197 56 0, £30 (overseas £34 including postage).

The Glouces ter shire Record Series volume for 2002,
volume 15 in the series, is John Rhodes’s edition of the
Registers of Llanthony Priory. The edition contains the
registers of John Hayward, prior of Llanthony by
Gloucester 1457-66, and of Edmund Forest, prior of the
reunited houses of Llanthony by Gloucester and Llanthony
in Wales 1501-25. Both registers have long been at the
Public Record Office in London in the class called
Chancery Masters’ Exhibits. The edition includes also what
can be recon structed, from Richard Furney’s manuscript in
the Bodleian Library, of the lost register of Henry Deane,
prior of Llanthony by Gloucester 1467-81 and of the
reunited houses 1481-1501, and later archbishop of
Canterbury.

From their base at Gloucester the priors of Llanthony
ultimately controlled the two monas teries of that
name in England and Wales and a house in Ireland.
They were lords of 41 manors and patrons of 115
parish churches and chapels in the three countries.
Their registers are in the rare form of letter- books
recording the memoranda, letters, deeds and inven -
tories which crossed their desks year by year. They
reveal among much else the chaotic leadership of the
Augustinian college at Oxford, Cardinal Wolsey’s

heroic efforts to reform the Augustinian order and the
cardinal’s revenge when his plans were frustrated

They are packed with details of people, places and events 
on the priory’s properties: more than 300 entries for
Glouces ter shire, 80 for Hereford shire, 20 for
Monmouth shire, 17 for Ireland, 7 each for Shrop shire,
Wiltshire, and Bedford shire and 4 for Hampshire. A
treatise about relations between the priors and the town
of Gloucester tells of plague, drowning, murders, arrests
and hasty recut tings of the town ditch. Other entries deal
with the import of Irish linen, the teaching of grammar,
the mainte nance of a clock, the carpentry of a watermill
and a fish-weir, rabbit- keeping, sheep- shearing, apple
species, wagons, manorial halls, bailiffs’ chambers, the
tiling of roofs and the glazing of windows.

This edition also includes the contract of the priory
music master and account rolls detailing repairs and
arrears in the prior’s manor of Prestbury. In an intro -
duction and notes the editor inves ti gates the higher
clergy and gentry who wielded influence at Llanthony,
including an extended dynasty of lawyers who supplied
two priors and exploited the Disso lution to tighten their
grip on the priory demesnes.                       
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HON SECRETARY’S REPORT TO THE 2003 AGM

Martin Eccle stone

This is our 36th AGM, our membership is neither
falling nor rising, and perhaps we are in some danger of
resting on our laurels, earned many years ago. Archae -
ology has never been more popular in the media, but
hands-on partici pation in archaeo logical work is more
than ever restricted to the profes sionals, ill paid though
they are. Amateur groups like our own have an
important role as inter me di aries between profes sionals
and the public, who are expected to pay heavily for
inves ti gating and conserving our national heritage.

I’ve begun my report in this rather challenging way
because of several recent events. You all know that
Gloucester City Council is now engaged on a review of
its museum, archae ology and heritage services, that
was initiated last October after proposals for serious
and immediate cuts had been withdrawn, after
widespread protests. This followed the failure of the £6
million lottery bid to create a new museum at Black -
friars, and a large budget deficit caused in part by the
public inquiry into the Black friars devel opment. Along
with the BGAS, we have contributed our thoughts on
what the museums and archae ology service ought to be
achieving, and what it is there for.

In Newport, Gwent, there is another serious funding
crisis, that follows the discovery of a 15th century
ship’s hull. How far can archae olo gists and histo rians,
for whom this is a major discovery, expect local
Councils that are strug gling to meet their everyday
respon si bilities, to spend millions on excavating and
conserving these things? At the more mundane level,
are house holders or churches planning an extension
happy to pay for an archaeo logical inves ti gation that
may reveal nothing of real value?

If we have strong feelings - as we have - that as a society
we should never recklessly destroy the evidence of
former societies, we have to help persuade ordinary
people and their local government repre sen ta tives to
allocate adequate funds for this purpose. This will never 
be easy, and we ourselves must always discriminate
between what is important and what is merely
desirable.

Together with the Committee for Archae ology in
Glouces ter shire, on which GADARG is strongly repre -
sented, we have responded to two national enquiries.
The first, organised by the Council for British Archae -
ology, was concerned with how the public’s armchair
enthu siasm for archae ology could be better utilised.

The second, by the All Party Parlia mentary Archae -
ology Group (APPAG), that consists of 139 members of 
both Houses of Parliament, has now produced its report
on The Current State of Archae ology in the United
Kingdom. This includes some sensible ideas, such as
making the SMR a statutory respon si bility, improving
the teaching of archae ology in schools, and the urgent
need to improve pay and condi tions for profes sional
archae olo gists. But government may be slow to
respond, partly because no single ministry is
respon sible.

Turning now to the Group’s current activities,
geophysical surveys have been carried out at around ten 
locations using the resis tivity kit we acquired a year
ago. The most ambitious of these surveyed three acres
of pasture at Deerhurst, that may have formed part of a
Saxon monastery precinct. It is intended to do further
work this summer within Deerhurst churchyard, under
the direction of Steve Bagshaw. We have also surveyed
land in Dumbleton Park that once formed part of a 17th
century formal garden, and a field in Standish that
probably had Iron Age occupation. Very limited field-
 walking was achieved last year, but the Dagling worth
site was revisited. A new departure was aerial photog -
raphy, using a model aeroplane carrying a digital
camera, for which we are grateful to Mr Pat Thody.

During the summer a coach trip was organised to visit
Offa’s Dyke near Presteigne, and nearer home, the
cathe dral’s head mason kindly invited us to his
workshops to talk to his skilled craftsmen and see their
current work. The winter lectures were perhaps more
focused on archae ology than usual, and Professor
Warren showed us pictures of the most beautiful pots he 
had excavated at Knossos. At the Members’ Evening,
Julien Parsons gave us a most stimu lating lecture about
the Treasure Act and its impli ca tions.

Southgate Street in Gloucester is now enlivened by a
statue of the Emperor Nerva at his most imperious,
facing down ungrateful Britons, for which we are all
indebted to the Civic Trust and especially Nigel Spry.
Secreted in its base is a time capsule with plentiful
evidence of GADARG’s existence. We are also grateful 
to Julian Rawes for setting up and maintaining the
GADARG web-site. Don Mayes and others have been
helpful with processing the resis tivity data. Don is
holding the results and associated data in an archive
which is available to members.  Nigel Spry is now
engaged in the major task of producing an index to the
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last ten issues of Glevensis. The editorial team also
produced the excellent 400-850, a reprint of recent
Glevensis articles relating to the contro versy about
what happened here in the period between the Romans
and the Middle Saxons, the topic of Novem ber’s
successful CBA-CAG Conference in Cheltenham.

You will see from the Agenda that the Committee is
concerned about whether the Crypt Schoolroom should 

continue to be our Gloucester meeting place, and is
therefore seeking your views on where we should meet.
Our membership now includes 216 members, of
whom 5 are Honorary, 6 Junior and 26 Associate, and
we would very much like to encourage more of our
members to come to meetings. Speaking to those who
have come, thank you for your attention, and please feel 
that this is your meeting, to raise whatever matters
concern you.

Editorial Retire ments

After being co-editors for nine issues of Glevensis (second time around for one of us) your editors have decided it’s
time for a change. We hope we have succeeded in balancing archaeology and local history, fieldwork and research,
and have given equal space to independent / amateur and professional authors. The task has been entirely enjoyable.
With nostalgia  rather than relief we probably will miss the stress of chasing overworked contributors, converting
scripts (and refer ences!) to our house style (NS), the time- consuming computer enhancement of pictures and
drawings (DM) as well as getting every thing into a satisfactory order with paragraphs aligned! Now it remains for us
to thank you, Glevensis contributors and readers, and particularly GADARG committee members, for  your support. 
We wish every success to our replace ments.                                                                                                                                       Don and Nigel

 MARY GARDINER 1927- 2002

The death of our first honorary member, Mrs Gardiner,
towards the end of 2002 was a sad loss for those who
remember the early days of GADARG and a reminder
of what we owe to those youthful enthu siasts. Mary
Travell, as she was before her marriage, was the
group’s first secretary and by all accounts a highly
efficient, hard working and imagi native one. Born in
Gloucester and educated at Denmark Road High
School, she trained as a primary school teacher in
London, gained a BEd in 1973 and became headmis -
tress of Upper Slaughter School (where a Ferdi nando
Travell was rector in the 18th century), teaching there
until its closure in the 1980s. When she joined BGAS
in 1964 she had already gained a Diploma in Archae -
ology under S S Frere and had dug at Verulamium and
Fishbourne.

Several of the Group’s founding members worked on
Mark Hassall’s excavation during the summer of
1966 on the new Market Hall site in Bell Lane,
Gloucester, reported in TBGAS 93, 15-100 and the
subject of Mark Hassall’s address at GADARG’s
20th anniversary dinner (Glevensis 21, 3-6). Now
named Bell Walk, leading to the eques trian statue of
the emperor Nerva, the medieval street was, coinci -
den tally, known as Travell Lane. Mrs Odette Wylie,
another long standing member, writes, ‘Due to lack of 
experi enced super visors, Mary and I were in charge
of two trenches - merci fully not of significant impor -
tance as it turned out’. When this excavation came to
an end, many of the diggers, led by Patrick Garrod
and John Rhodes, decided to continue rescue work on
the site at weekends, with John Laing & Sons’
blessing.

At this time Mary Travell approached Mr Fullbrook-
 Leggatt,  Secretary of the Gloucester Roman
Research Committee (founded by BGAS in 1931),
for financial help with the work. Possibly as a result
of these discus sions, the GRRC agreed to being
incor po rated in a new group, with wider terms of
reference. GADARG was therefore inaugu rated at a
meeting in the Wheat stone Hall on 21 March 1967,
and GRRC trans ferred its assets to an Excavation
Fund. Fullbrook- Leggatt became President, Patrick
Garrod the Chairman, and the committee included
notables like Captain Gracie and Mary’s mentor
Helen O’Neil (Glevensis 11, 3-4).

Mary Travell was Secretary until 1971, and was
respon sible for organ ising the monthly lectures,
weekly discussion groups, and training in practical
archae ology by Henry Hurst and others. Some years
later she married Frank Gardiner, a fellow digger at
Frocester, to whom we offer our sincere condo lences.
By 1971 the Group had one hundred members, and
early issues of Glevensis (edited by Bill Chouls) testify
to the numerous projects involving the Group. One of
its most important initia tives in Mary’s time was to
organise fieldwork on the M5 motorway route between
Stoke Orchard and Stinchcombe. Mary and Frank had
responsibility for the 4km from the Frome to the Cam.
This fieldwork by GADARG became a  model for later
work along the M5 and M4.
 
To quote a popular song of the period:

‘Those were the days, my friend…’
Martin Ecclestone 
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Caro lyn Heighway

Intro duction

The Roman fortress and colonia at Gloucester
controlled a significant river crossing and route into
Wales. The river Severn is an important waterway, an
artery to the west midlands, but it is also difficult for
navigation and its wide flood plain difficult to cross.
From the Roman period onwards the crossing at
Gloucester has involved a series of bridges and a long
causeway. Glouces ter’s post- Roman history must have
been intimately linked with its bridges, river crossing
or crossings, and quayside. This walled Roman town, at 
a key point in the system of commu ni ca tions and far
from 5th century Saxon and Pictish raids, should have
been a centre of Roman culture long after direct Roman
rule ceased.1 Archae olo gists, both for Gloucester and
for Roman towns elsewhere in Britain, can find little
evidence of the 5th century and later, and infer deserted
and ruined towns. The literature by contrast indicates
church organi sation and a continuing Latin culture. Are 
we perhaps misreading the archaeo logical evidence?2

Might there be evidence at Gloucester both for post-
 Roman survival and for religious conti nuity?

Late Roman cemeteries

In western Chris tendom it was the church which often
provided the physical and documentary link between
Roman and medieval life. Churches tended to grow up
in the late Roman cemeteries, on the site of the graves
of revered martyrs or bishops. In Britain, where
Romano- British martyrs were probably few,3 there
were never theless burials of lesser holiness – some in
Roman cemeteries, some not – which were also
significant for the foundation of churches.  Special
burials became the site of churches, and the graves of
founders and benefactors became the focus of legend
and miracle.4

At Gloucester, the 2nd-century colonia had cemeteries
just outside the walls on the south and east, though the
built-up area extended well beyond the walls to north
and west5(Fig 1). Cemeteries of Roman towns were
always outside the town limits, so the late Roman north
limit of the western suburb is indicated by a 3rd to 4th
century cemetery on the site of what was to be the early
10th century new minster of St Oswald.6 Because St
Oswald’s has produced late 8th and 9th century cross-
 shafts, suggesting a cemetery, it has been tempting to
assume continuous burial use from the Roman period.
However, there are no known 5th century Roman

burials at St Oswald’s, and only a single burial
predating the 10th century church.

Most other late Roman cemeteries7 show no evidence
of later eccle si as tical signifi cance. An Anglo- Saxon
cross- shaft from the Roman cemetery on the London
Road at Wotton Pitch may be the stone of the hundred
meeting place (Dudstone) or  have travelled  to the site
in the post- reformation period.
 
However, a significant Roman cemetery site was
Kingsholm, where inhuma tions occur in the area of the
abandoned 1st century fort. The cemetery included a
rectan gular mausoleum, oriented east-west, just over
6m long and of unknown width. The mausoleum was
stone- built and had an opus signinum floor; it origi -
nally contained stone place ments to support a
sarcophagus. Around 400, the sarcophagus having
been removed, a burial was inserted in the floor; the
burial was of a high- ranking soldier, probably of East
Germanic origin.8 A stone- built mausoleum is unlikely
to have stood in isolation; there must have been others.9

Kingsholm was a significant Anglo- Saxon place. In
1051 it was the site of a royal palace, and there is good
reason to suppose that it was a royal residence well
before that.10 Is it possible that the site repre sents a
conti nuity of the élite location repre sented by the
burial? It seems remarkable that the alignment of the
mausoleum is that of the excavated 11th century
buildings on the site (whether or not they represent the
Anglo- Saxon hall); and the inves ti gation suggests the
site of the original mausoleum was still respected in the
11th century.11 In medieval times there was a large
chapel close to the royal hall at Kingsholm which was
maintained by the canons of St Oswald’s priory. The
chapel may have been used for royal ceremonial in the
second half of the 11th century;12 it could have had its
origins in a 5th or 6th century oratory. It repre sents a
crucial element in the question of the early Christian
topog raphy of Gloucester. 

The Roman town

In the towns of the late Roman empire, great churches,
usually bishops’ churches, were often placed on the
town’s forum/basilica. The placing of a great church in
a forum was rare in Britain, although examples are
beginning to be suspected, for instance at Lincoln and
York.13 In Gloucester the forum may have been
dismantled in the mid 4th century;14 in the early 5th the

CHRIS TIAN CON TI NU ITY AND THE EARLY ME DIE VAL TO POG RA PHY OF
GLOUCES TER
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Fig 1 The topog raphy of Gloucester from the late Roman to the late Anglo- Saxon
period
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northern range of the forum was levelled and metalled
over, deflecting the main west-east street to the north.
The new metalling was well made and carefully
designed: at one point a column base was left in position 
to form a feature in the corner of a timber-sill building.15

Archaeo logical obser vation along Westgate Street has
suggested that the whole of the western Roman street
from the former forum to the west gate was extended
north to form a long open space – the ‘Westgate space’.
At the west end of the space was a Roman building
which survived well into the early medieval period.16 In
the 9th century the ‘space’ was given over to cattle
pens17; Patrick Garrod’s obser va tions indicate
continuous sequences of surfaces in the ‘Westgate
space’ throughout the early medieval period and this is
certainly the impression given by the archaeo logical
sequence under Westgate street.18 Commerce of some
kind may thus have continued.
  
The north-west quadrant of the Roman town contained
a large colon naded public building, probably a
temple.19 The columns follow the north side of
Westgate Street20 and formed the north limit of the
‘Westgate space’.  The temple occupied the southern
half of the quadrant. The first abbey precinct of 679 was
probably laid out on Roman streets21 and occupied
another (separate?) sector of the quadrant. In general,
the main admin is trative buildings (basilica, forum) of
the Roman town seem to have played no part in the
post- Roman eccle si as tical or even commercial devel -
opment. The Roman buildings were, however, of great
impor tance physi cally. The fortress walls continued to
exist for many centuries, the north and east gates at least
stood until the eleventh century, and the colonnade  of
the ‘Westgate temple’ remained even longer. 

Gloucester certainly existed, even flour ished,  in the 5th
century, making use of adapted Roman buildings.22

What happened next? Darvill saw a break in conti nuity
in the 6th century rather than the late 4th.23 After the 6th
century there is no evidence of activity in the town until
the 8th century. 24  Was the minster of c679 in a largely
deserted town? 

Our knowledge of 5th  century activity inside the walls
is little enough, but we know nothing at all about the
condition of the suburbs, especially the important
western suburb, where the quayside must have been
situated. Roman buildings are known: substantial
masonry founda tions have been found on the Shire Hall
site25 and outside the south-west corner of the
defences. 26 Recent excava tions on Upper Quay Street
estab lished the presence of a range of well- appointed
Roman build ings27 which survived into the post- Roman 
period.28 Masonry buildings on Clare Street,29 Westgate 
flats,30 and under St Mary’s gate31 might also have
continued into the post- Roman period.  Hurst has
convinc ingly postu lated a 2nd century stone bridge32

and we can assume that some means of crossing the
Severn continued to be essential. 

There may have been a temple near the river. When the
new minster of St Oswald was built at Gloucester c900, 
some of the stone used came from a Roman temple
with Corin thian capitals,  fluted columns, and an
elaborately decorated cornice.33  The temple material
was not from the St Oswald’s site, which contained a
2nd century Roman tilery and a late- Roman cemetery;
the temple may have stood in the riverside area.
 
What happened to these grand buildings in the 5th
century is anyone’s guess, but there are hints. One
column base from St Oswald’s, smaller than those of
the ‘Westgate Street temple’, had been cut down for use 
with a more slender column and notched to take butting 
walls or stone screens: this implies post- Roman – 5th
century? – adaptation in a masonry building.34

The most inter esting evidence comes from the excava -
tions at the church of St Mary de Lode. The church had
been the site of a Roman public building, origi nally
constructed in the 2nd century, which included mosaics 
(Fig 2), a hypocaust, rooms with painted wall plaster,
and large columns – probably a baths complex. On the
ruins of the Roman building, and delib er ately aligned
on it, was placed a timber ‘mausoleum’ containing
three burials, of 5th century (or perhaps later) date.35

On other evidence, Steven Bassett has suggested that St 
Mary de Lode  was in origin a British church.36

Apart from its signifi cance for church origins, the
placing of the mausoleum at St Mary de Lode is
crucial: it implies that Roman rules of burial no longer
applied. Either the suburb was no longer an inhabited
part of the town in the 5th century and therefore had
become the site of a cemetery, or this suburb was still
inhabited in the 5th century but burial on the doorstep,
as it were, had become acceptable. A common function
for ruined Romano- British buildings was to serve as
boundaries and locations for cemeteries,37 and the
burials at St Mary’s could represent the burials of
aristo crats (not neces sarily Christian) sited close to
their hall complex.  This is not an occasion where a late
Roman cemetery burial became the source of a cult.
Nor is St Mary’s the site of a late Roman church,
though it is not impos sible  that part of the Roman
public building  had been converted for Christian use. 
 
The minster of 679

Although the evidence comes from corrupt sources, it
is accepted that a minster dedicated to St Peter was
founded at Gloucester c679, by Osric, Prince of the
Hwicce. It was not uncommon for the 7th and 8th
century English minsters to be placed in the circuit of
Roman walled towns,  however ruinous the setting.38
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The minster at Gloucester, since its precinct today
includes part of the walled area, almost certainly origi -
nally included some of the north-west quadrant of the
Roman town. Although it has often been suggested
that the church was moved by Bishop Ealdred in 1058,
there are good reasons for accepting that the site of the
minster remained unchanged until the rebuilding on a
new site in 1089 of St Peter’s abbey, today Gloucester
Cathedral.39

Minster layouts of the 7th century often consisted of
more than one church, sometimes an older foundation
dedicated to St Mary, and a new one dedicated to St
Peter. Blair40 has suggested that the minster at
Gloucester was placed in a position respecting the
ancient church of St Mary de Lode. A direct alignment
to St Mary’s could not be achieved with the new church 
inside the Roman wall, but a site outside the wall could
have been so aligned. In the medieval precinct of St
Peter’s abbey the northern side of the Great Court
contained a building whose site is occupied today by
7 Millers Green, which has the same alignment as St
Mary de Lode. Its founda tions are possibly those of the 
13th century abbey guest hall.41 This building could
preserve the alignment of, perhaps be on the footprint
of, an early church. The discovery of pre-Norman
burials under the west range of the cloisters suggests a
church site in this general area in the 11th century.42

If the original minster church were inside the wall, it
cannot have been under the present church. The
Norman abbey was begun in 1089: work began at the
east end and proceeded westwards. At its dedication in
1100 the church was built only as far as the transepts
and crossing.43 Ealdred’s church of 1058 (the original
minster refur bished) was an important element of the
ceremonies of crown wearing, when the king would
travel in procession from the royal palace at
Kingsholm.44 The church continued to be necessary
for the ceremony between 1089 and 1100. If Ealdred’s
church had been under the east end of the abbey, it
would have been demol ished in 1089. Therefore if it
were within the Roman walls at all it must have been
towards the centre of the Roman north-west insula,
somewhere under the present College Green.

I suggest that the minster church of 679 was indeed
inside the Roman walls, but that the precinct from the
beginning included a tract outside and west of the wall
(the wall remaining intact). We should remember also
that Anglo- Saxon minsters were complexes which
might include a multi plicity of churches, and there
could even have been two new churches in 679, one
inside and one outside the Roman wall. 

A boundary in the western suburb 

Roman buildings found outside the south-west corner of
the fortress were on the alignment of the fortress, as one

might expect.45 A very deep excavation for the under -
pinning of St Mary’s gate in 1916 encoun tered walls
(regret tably not recorded) ‘on a different alignment to the
gate’.46 Since the gate is 12th century, these walls are
probably Roman. Since the present alignment of the gate
is that of St Mary de Lode, and since the Roman buildings
at St Mary de Lode are different from the fortress
alignment, the Roman buildings at St Mary’s gate can be
said to be different from those at St Mary’s and possibly to
have been on the fortress alignment. In short, the Roman
topog raphy shows a change in alignment somewhere
between St Mary’s Gate and St Mary’s church, implying
some topographic feature on a north- south line between
the two.

Hurst has suggested that there was an easterly course of
the river close to the western wall in the 1st century.47 A
remnant of such an easterly water course is compatible
with recent discov eries at Lower Quay street.48 Its
survival as a reduced ditch or boundary wall might also
explain the different Roman align ments on either side
of this line. Such a boundary would have provided an
enclosure for St Mary’s church which dictated the
subse quent positioning of the western abbey precinct
and of the new minster of St Oswald c900.
 
The western suburb in the late Anglo- Saxon period

Some 10th- century occupation has been observed
within the walled area;49 however evidence of
dwellings in the western suburb is still repre sented only 
by the obser va tions at 138 Westgate Street, where
struc tural timbers and organic material was dated to the
10th century by pottery including Chester ware.50 The
1991 evidence from the Westgate Street sewer trench51

showed that, on the slope outside the Roman wall,
10th century and earlier deposits are very deeply buried
and include much organic material. Beside St Nicholas’ 
church, 11th century metallings occur about 0.5m
above the Roman horizons.52 There is no doubt that
extensive 10th century and earlier evidence exists
buried in the riverside area.

The topog raphy of the area around St Mary’s church
presents questions. The church of St Mary is situated
outside the western gate of St Peter’s abbey. This gate
was the largest of the abbey gates – the church was often 
called ‘St Mary Broad gate’ – and opened from St
Mary’s Square straight into the Great Court. The size of
this gate presumably reflected the impor tance of the
riverside area. Indeed the name ‘St Mary de Lode’
indicates a river crossing of some sort.53 This could
have been a ford or even ferry, which was an alter native
route to the main bridge (medieval Foreign Bridge). A
crossing near St Mary’s still existed as a footbridge in
the 16th century.54

St Mary’s situation, in a square which funnels slightly
towards the abbey gate, suggests the classic
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Fig 2 Early 2nd century mosaic under St Mary de Lode church

devel opment of a gate church and market founded by
the abbey as an economic venture. But St Mary’s is
known to have been in existence long before the 10th
century. So the gate is sited in relation to St Mary’s
church, and not the other way round. The square
probably accom mo dated a market around the early
church and formed a way to the river. The plots on the
north and south sides of the square are wider than those
on the west, suggesting that they were formed at a
different stage; thus the west side of the square might
origi nally have been open to the water front.55

The present St Mary’s Gate was built by 1190, on the
western line of the abbey precinct which was
certainly walled c1100. There is, however, no reason
why the wall should not have followed an already
estab lished boundary and re-established an earlier
gate. This gate was not only the most important
entrance, it also gave access to abbey property, for St
Mary’s Square almost certainly comprised a block of 
abbey burgages which already c1100 comprised 52
houses56 and which were an important source of
revenue into the middle ages.
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 The expansion of the abbey precinct to the west

Hurst argues that expansion of the abbey precinct
across the Roman wall occurred only c1100.57 The
expansion to the north is well docu mented, since it
took land from the parish of St. Oswald.58 However,
there is no evidence for the expansion to the west,
which involved taking in a large block of land 150m
wide and 120m from north to south.  One expla nation
for the lack of record might be that this was already part
of the abbey precinct.
 
There are also arguments from plan analysis to suggest
the southern and western limit of the abbey precinct
was defined well before 1100. The southern precinct
wall runs from east to west in a straight line well past
the point where it crossed the Roman wall. There is no
sign of a deviation at the Roman wall,  nor of any angles
to avoid the tails of properties on Westgate street. This
line must have been laid down before the tenements on
Westgate street were estab lished, and after a section at
least of the west wall had been removed. A medieval
street, one of the earliest ones in the town,59 ran all
along the southern abbey wall, and a series of lanes ran
back to this street from Westgate Street. It is clear that
(a) this boundary was set down before tenement plots
on the north side of Westgate Street were defined,
(b) that the side streets and back lane were the result of a 
single devel opment created after the western Roman
wall, or a substantial section of it,  had disap peared. The 
devel opment would have involved an agreement
between the king and the abbey, since it involved the
posses sions of both. Baker and Holt add: ‘The
demolition of the Roman west wall alone would have
been a significant and perhaps costly exercise that
would probably have required royal approval and even
assis tance. There is no evidence from post- Conquest
documentary sources that St Peter’s Abbey had ever
had a significant stake in the Westgate Street properties: 
they appear to have been held from the King and paid
landgable like most others in Gloucester. Arguably, the
town- planning exercise that seem to have taken place
here was a co-operative venture between the Old
Minster and the pre-Conquest Crown, the former
acquiring an enlarged precinct, the latter, new rents’.60

Baker and Holt suggest this devel opment had taken
place before the mid 11th century. The devel opment
must predate the estab lishment of burgage tenements
along Westgate street, whose property frontages were
still undefined in the 10th century (a timber cellar was on
a non-medieval alignment).61 The first metalling of
Westgate Street was 11th century.62 The new abbey
western and southern devel opment should thus date
from between the mid 10th and the early 11th century. I
suggest it was a devel opment of the reign of Athelstan

(925-939), when there was reorgani sation of towns in
Wessex to place them on a more commercial footing.63

Athelstan is known to have favoured Gloucester and St
Oswald’s Minster.64 The reign of Cnut (1016-1035) is also
a possi bility – Cnut was a great founder of churches, and in 
his reign Gloucester became a shire town.

The western wall and gate

The problem of the site of the minster of c679 is often
held to be related to the date of demolition of the
western wall. In fact the two events can be viewed
independ ently. Even if the minster had land both inside
and outside the wall, access could have been maintained 
by gateways. The possi bility could also be considered
that different sections of wall were demol ished at
different times.

The earliest evidence of any street in the town is from
Berkeley Street which is over the western wall.65 Atkin
suggested that the western Roman wall and ditch were
re-used to defend the first Norman castle.66 A
substantial Roman building 7 m. long just north of the
Roman west gate continued to be used after the Roman
period and could have served as a late Anglo- Saxon
west gate (Fig 3). East and north of this building were
metallings inter preted as belonging to the burh of
c900.67 

The sewer line in Westgate Street clearly shows the
robbed Roman western wall, but a later feature has
obscured the evidence of the original robbing date. The
first metalling to cross the wall is thought to be
10th–11th century in date. The evidence suggests the
western wall survived at least to the 10th century. 

Such survival implies continued use of the Roman gate,
but a section of the Roman road outside the gate does
not seem to indicate continued traffic.68 Yet from the 5th 
to the 10th centuries the river would still have to be
crossed and cargoes landed, and the road up the slope to
the town must have been metalled occasionally. If the
Roman building just north of the gate was used in the
post- Roman period as a gatehouse 69 then the route up
the slope from the bridge would have passed midway
between the Roman line and the medieval line. This
would explain why early medieval metallings have not
so far been recog nised. It is also possible that 5th to 10th
century strata have been eroded rather than building up
- the slope close to the Roman walls was quite acute
(1:25), and flooding must have been common. The
western route into the abbey precinct (via what was to
become St Mary’s gate) may have been particu larly
useful in bad weather: the traveller could have turned
north across the slope to enter the abbey, ignoring the
town altogether. 
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Fig 3 The western Roman wall of Gloucester in
relation to medieval and post- medieval plots. 

Site 19/79 trench I contained Anglo- Saxon finds in the 3rd
street from the bottom, over the robbed Roman wall. The
approximate position is shown of a late Roman building
which may have been used as a gate between the 5th and
the 11th centuries

The burh defences

It is generally accepted that an Anglo- Saxon fortified
town or burh was created by Æthel flaed and Æthelred
of Mercia at Gloucester c900, and that its street-plan
was created in close imitation of the late-9th century
burhs of Wessex.70 The layout of the sector of streets
east of the north- south principal road matches so
closely that of other Anglo- Saxon burhs, especially
Winchester, that it can hardly be doubted (in spite of a
lack of archaeo logical evidence) that this area was laid
out for the burh c900 which would thus have used the
Roman walls to north, east and south. Hurst71 located
the burh entirely within the fortress walls.  I have in the
past72 proposed a circuit using the Roman quayside
wall on the west.
 
Impor tance evidence for the burh has emerged from
documentary research by Michael Hare, who has
drawn attention to a charter of Athelstan which
describes the minster of St Oswald ‘founded and built
by Æthelred outside the old wall of the town of
Gloucester and circum scribed with very definite
bounda ries’.73 The ‘old wall’ must be the Roman walls.
 
There is still no dating evidence for the eastern half of
the burh street pattern. By contrast, Berkeley Street,
which underlies part of the western wall, carries the
earliest evidence so far for any street in Gloucester. The
third earliest street in the sequence (9/79 I, Fig 3)
contained a late Saxon decorated leather scramasax
sheath, an upper from a Saxon turnshoe and a sherd of
late 10th century to mid 11th century pottery;74 if these
are primary deposits a 10th /11th century date for the
first street seems assured. This would be compatible
with the suggestion I make above, that the expansion of
the town over the western wall took place somewhere
between the mid 10th and the early 11th century. 

The riverside wall was a topographic feature of signifi -
cance which was not removed until the early 12th
century,75 and which has affected street align ments in
particular the alignment of Westgate Street.76 By  900  it 
must still  have been just visible, though there would
have been reclaimed dry (usually) land to the west of it.
I still think there may once have been boundaries
linking the riverside wall to the Roman walls, but the
theory that the riverside area was a ‘lower colonia’ like
that at Lincoln has to be put into abeyance. 

As the Athelstan charter makes clear, St Oswald’s c900
would have been defended as a separate unit. It has
been suggested77  that on their visit in 877 the Vikings
set up a defended camp on this site. This would explain
the desecration of cross shafts set up not many years
before, and would explain the subse quent selection of
the site by Æthel flaed and Æethelred in c900 for a new
minster. The various water courses around St Oswald’s
could be the remnant of defences.78 The southern
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defence of St Oswalds has not been located. The
19th century southern boundary of St Oswald’s is
evidently formed by the tails of properties on St Mary’s 
Square  so the original boundary has been overtaken by
these.  This would not have happened in the 10th
century, when St Oswald’s was in its heyday, but could
have occurred in the 11th when it was in decline.

The town churches

Could any of the eleven churches in existence by 1100
have origins in the Roman or sub-Roman past? The
question of the origins of Glouces ter’s churches is fully 
dealt with by Baker and Holt. The early origin for St
Mary’s church and St Peter’s abbey has already been
estab lished. Otherwise most of the churches seem to be 
products of the 11th and some of the 10th century. The
positioning of the churches, all grouped within the
walled area, except for the 12th century St Nicholas,
suggests they relate to a period after the burh
foundation. Even the earliest churches (St Michael’s,
All Saints) were fitted into 10/11th century burgage
plots rather than displaying evidence of an earlier
topog raphy. The absence of parish churches in the
western suburb79 may not be significant: the area after
all had the ancient church of St Mary. In any case
7th–8th century settle ments were distin guished by
their lack of churches.80

A point noted by Baker and Holt is that medieval
churches in Gloucester were not, as was often the case
with burhs, founded by the towns people,81 but by royal
or eccle si as tical patrons. This fact may hold an expla -
nation of one unanswered question: if portions of the
Roman walls were demol ished in the mid 10th to mid
11th century what was all the stone used for? Could
much of it have been used for the building of churches?
Did it go to build a new abbey wall? Was some of it
stock piled by royal or eccle si as tical decree? Much of
it, whichever is the case, eventually ended up in the
Norman abbey of 1089.82

Summary

The Roman framework of the town of Gloucester was
physi cally important, but very much more infor mation
is needed to chart the process of its topog raphical
devel opment in the early medieval period. The walled
core was occupied in the 5th century, with a focus in the 
north-west quadrant. The town may have been largely
abandoned by the end of the 6th century. St Mary de
Lode was built in the 5th century as a burial
place/oratory near the river and developed into a
church. The sites of St Mary’s and the later St.
Oswald’s occupied a long narrow area with the river on
the west and a water course on the east. Kingsholm
(cemetery and royal hall?) was in isolation to the north.
The church of St Mary de Lode is the only element

which might be said to represent Christian conti nuity;
the putative chapel at Kingsholm is a second potential
candidate.

From the 6th to the 9th century the walled circuit was
perhaps little more than a village, though it may have
had a market in the ‘Westgate Street space’ and
continuing use of the water front area with its church of
St Mary can be suggested. The minster of c679 was in
the north-west corner of the walled area in an essen -
tially Roman enclosure, but it also had a precinct
outside the wall bounded by a remnant water course on
the west and by the Roman wall on the east. This
western precinct, outside the Roman wall, might have
been a ‘public’ space, analogous to the Great Court of
the abbey which occupied much the same position
several hundred years later. This area may have
acquired (or origi nally have had) a cemetery around a
church. 

In the early 10th century the walled circuit came into its
own again when Æthel flaed and Æthelred  reused the
Roman walls for the burh, leaving the commercial area
beside the river unpro tected. St Oswald’s had its own
bank and ditch. The manning of the defences would
have involved access to the western wall which crossed
the abbey precinct, but there may not have been
military use for very long. Some genera tions later
St Peter’s abbey in partnership with the king  defined its
southern and western boundaries and laid out burgages
along the north (and also the south?) side of Westgate
Street. The western Roman wall was demol ished, at
least as far as the southern end of Berkeley Street.
Berkeley Street was created over the robbed wall and
infilled ditch. St Mary’s Gate was perhaps built for the
first time, on the site of an older entrance-way; the
abbey, which owned the block of property around St
Mary’s church, may now have taken the oppor tunity to
lay out rows of tenements around a square. The
properties on the northern side of the square origi nally
backed onto the boundary ditch of the new minster of St 
Oswald, but by the late 11th century these properties
encroached over that ditch.

Thus the town after 900 was opened out to the west, and
the western suburb and quayside became officially
what they had been for centuries, commer cially
important parts of the town, a status they would retain
until the vagaries of the silting river channels forced the
commercial area to move further south nearer the
medieval castle, and the western suburb sank once aain
into obscurity.

Postscript

The western suburb was a crucial element of
Gloucester’s early history and topog raphy.  All
Gloucester archae olo gists have bemoaned from time to
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time the dearth of excava tions in the water front area .83

We should not forget the principal reason for this,
demon strated by the limited excava tions in 1990 at
Lower Quay Street84: the Roman and Anglo- Saxon
deposits are deeply buried and the water table is so high 
that excavation is difficult and dangerous. New
buildings are set on piles, which does not make for
coherent archaeo logical results. I do not expect to see
in my lifetime much more excavation of the western
suburb. But modern non-intrusive techniques are
becoming more and more sophis ti cated, as well as
cheaper; moreover it is far from certain that all the
resources of the documentary evidence have been
thoroughly trawled. There are several sites which
might yield some infor mation by means other than
digging.  Kingsholm for instance has documentary
evidence from the medieval period which could be
profitably examined for the site of the chapel of St
Nicholas, and since it was a stone building it might be
discov erable by a resis tivity survey of the open space
known as Kingsholm Close. Even more potential
resides in the open spaces of the cathedral precinct,
especially the western area. Here is a possi bility to pick
up the pre-12th century walls which Waller saw under
St Mary’s Gate, and to shed some light on the Roman
fabric which underlies the complex history of Glouces -
ter’s western suburb.  
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81 Morris 1989, 169-73
82 I have derived much from discussion with Steve Bagshaw whose

PhD thesis on the reuse of Roman building stone is in progress.
83 For example Hurst 1999a,123.
84 Atkin 1991a
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PAINSWICK’S PUPPY- DOG PIE

Cedric Nielsen

The Feast

There has long been a tradition in Painswick that a
specially prepared pie, known as the Bow-Wow Pie, is
baked and eaten on Painswick Feast Day. The Feast
seems origi nally to have been held on  8 September
each year - the date of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin
Mary. However, Painswick does not hold the feast on
that date now, but eleven (or so) days later on the
Sunday of, or after, 19 September. This is because the
town failed to change the day when the Julian Calendar
was intro duced in the middle of the eight eenth century.1

The Church’s patron saint is Saint Mary, a dedication
no doubt due to the Priors of Llanthony in Gloucester
who held the advowson from 1137 until the disso lution
in 1538. The Augustine Priory was also dedicated to
Saint Mary.

In earlier times, the feast may have taken place over
Saturday and Sunday, as there appears to have been a
Mop Fair held at the same time under the Mop Tree on
the Common (Painswick Beacon). The Mop Fair was

the tradi tional occasion at the end of the agricul tural
year when labours were hired for the next season.

Feast Day on the Sunday is associated with the
Clypping Service - Clypping being an old word
meaning embracing. At 3 pm young people join hands
to form a continuous circle around the outside of the
church. Once formed the service begins and at intervals
everyone takes two steps towards the church then two
steps back, while singing a special Clypping hymn.
After the service all the children are given a freshly
made currant bun. The service was held at infre quent
intervals until 1897 when the then vicar, Reverend
Seddon, made it an annual event.

The Pie
 
The first written record about the baking of a pie was by
Mrs Gomme in 1897.2 She discovered that it was a
general custom to eat a pie in which the china figure of a
dog had been baked. The pies were made at home and
could contain either meat or fruit; what was necessary

Fig 1  Puppy-dog pie with china dog (1923)
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was that it should contain a china dog often with smaller 
dogs, one for each person.

She had great diffi culty in finding a china dog. Oral
tradition suggests that they were poorly made and
usually broke after baking. This may account for a
larger china dog being placed on the top of the cooked
pie (Fig 1). The dogs could be bought in a toy shop in
Painswick.

When Mrs Gomme enquired of an old man living in the
town as to how the custom had started she was given the 
following three versions.

The first - Painswick had long had a feud with Stroud
and they were frequently referred to as ‘Gothamites’.3

A group of Gothamites came to Painswick and ordered
a meat pie from the landlord of a tavern. This was duly
prepared, but unfor tu nately got eaten by mistake by
some other people who had not ordered it. As there was
no more meat at the butchers, a dog was slaugh tered
and made into a pie for them. Later when the group
realised that they had eaten a dog, a fight arose and the
Painswick men won. This gave rise to celebrating the
victory on Feast Day by baking and eating a pie. From
then on Painwickians were called ‘Bow-Wows’, or dog
eaters by people from Stroud.

The second - at the Lamb Inn in Bisley Street, many
navvies were lodged while engaged on the making of
the new turnpike road from Cheltenham to Bath in
18194. They were a terror to all and especially to their
landlady. It was their boast that they could eat her out of
house and home. She decided to rid herself of them. On
Feast Day she made a pie of dog’s flesh; and when the
navvies had eaten it she told them what they had for
dinner, with the result they left. However, the stigma
that Painswick people ate dogs remained and all that
was required to start a fight was to say “bow-wow” or to 
imitate a bark in Painswick.

The third - Stroud people were invited to a venison feast 
in Painswick, but no deer could be caught and dogs
were used instead. When the trick was discovered there
was a tremendous fight. Painswick won and continued
to commemorate it with dog pie on Feast Day.

Sir Francis Hyett5 provided a history of the dog pie in
his 1928 book on Painswick. He stated that the custom
of eating a plum pie on Feast Sunday, in which a small
china dog had been baked was generally practised
between 1870 and 1880. After that it had tended to die
out. He then goes on to give the three versions of the
origin of the tradition given by Mrs Gomme.

In a recent book June Lewis6 retells the story given her
by Mrs Perrin an elderly native of the town. It involved
a long standing feud between the youths of Painswick

and those of Whiteshill. They fought regularly on
Rudge Hill. One night the Painswick lads called a truce
and as a token they invited the Whiteshill youths to a
feast which included meat pies made specially for
them. The Whiteshill lads were then told the pies were
made from dogs. This provoked a fight which
continued the feud.

Another version appeared in 1923 in the Wonder Book
children’s annual.7 This was that many years ago there
lived in a Cotswold village two sisters, each of whom
had a lover. The young men, however dwelt at a long
distance and could only visit their sweet hearts
occasionally. When they did come they had a very good
time, for, to show what splendid house wives they
would make, the sisters used to bake all kinds of cakes
and pies. One day a tale was spread that although the
youths visited the sisters and enjoyed their cakes and
pies, they were really in love with two maidens in
another village. On hearing this the sisters were very
angry and plotted revenge. When next the suitors called 
they were given a splendid meal which included a
wonderful meat pie. The youths ate several helpings
and asked for the recipe. Whereupon the sisters told
them that the news of their unfaith fulness had reached
them and the pie was baked as an act of revenge. Its
chief ingre dient being two puppy dogs. The young men
fled, never to return. But still once a year the villagers
have a fruit pie in which are placed enough small china
puppies one for each helping with a large dog placed on
top, in memory of the first Bow-Wow Pie.

This latter version I believe is based on the Painswick
tradition but has been modified to hide the location and
to make it more acceptable for a children’s book. It has
the same general theme that a group or individuals have
been put at a disad vantage and have triumphed over
their advisories. Most often it is the youths of Stroud
who are the enemy that Painswick has to beat. This
rivalry took other forms such as that between Saint
Mary’s church Painswick and Saint Laurence’s Stroud
where every time one or the other hung another bell in
the tower so the other followed, at present Painswick
has fourteen. Also the rivalry continued with number of 
peals that were rung in a day. These contests could last
for hours with the Ancient Society of Painswick Youths 
(founded in 1686), as the ringers are called, taking it in
turns to refresh themselves in the Falcon across the
road.

Origins

The Reverend Seddon,8 attempted to place the tradition
of the Feast Day and the puppy-dog pie back in Roman
times. His logic was that Painswick was until the
13th century called Wick or Wyke,9 which he claimed
derives from the Latin Vicus, a village or settlement. At
that time he suggested  the Cotswolds were open sheep
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September. However, this is also pure speculation. I
have been unable to find any refer ences to the feast
before the early 19th century.

I consider that the nearest that it is possible to get to the
source for Pains wick’s puppy-dog pie is in the account
given by Mrs Gomme concerning the Irish navvies. In it 
the Feast pie is already an estab lished fact, and it is
dated earlier than in any other account by the reference
to the building of the toll road to Cheltenham.

The Present

The oral tradi tions of Bow-Wow Pie continue to the
present. Mr David Archard told me that his mother
made a plum pie for Painswick Feast day when he was a
boy and other families also carried on making them. In
2000 the Thirties Kids, (Pains wickians who were at
school in the thirties), had a banner made for
themselves to carry at the Clypping ceremony. The
banner depicts dogs and the pie. It hangs in the Lower
Townhall during the rest of the year (Fig 2). In 2002, the 
organ isers of the Victorian Street Market which is held
in July each year arranged with Tesco to bake a huge
plum pie which was about 1.4m x 1m (4½ft by 3ft). This 
was paraded on a horse drawn wagon accom panied by
four school children dressed as dogs sitting behind the
pie. The event will be held again this year. There is a
skittles team called the Bow-Wows in the town and
often at Rugby matches barks and catcalls may be heard 
from supporters of the rival teams. So it continues.

Acknow ledgement

I am grateful to David Archard for his infor mation on
the continuation of the tradition in recent years.
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Fig 2  Clypping ceremony banner with Puppy-Dog Pie
motifs

country and the sheep were preyed on by wolves living
in the beechwoods along the valley sides. To obtain
divine protection, the local Romans held a festival
dedicated to this purpose called Luper calia, the Festival 
of the Wolf God, the Lycian Pan, who warded off
wolves from the flocks. The festivals involved a
sacrifice of young dogs as well as goats; and the youths
who acted as the priests, Luperci, dressed themselves in
the skins of the sacri ficed goats. He then drew
similarities with Pains wick’s Feast and Clypping: a
young peoples event, youths encir cling the pagan altar
at a feast. The ritual was Chris ti anised by Pope Gelasius 
in AD 494 into the Feast of the Purifi cation of the
Blessed Virgin Mary.

I think that this is pushing folk memory too far. It is
possible that the eleven serfs in the 1086 Domesday
Book’s entry for Painswick10 were descended from a
Romano- British population but after so many centuries
it seems highly unlikely that any rituals or festivals
would have survived. The feast may have developed
from the Anglo- Saxon season of harvest, when crops
were gathered11, a time coinciding  with the Holy month 
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PEBBLE TOOLS FROM THE FOREST OF DEAN

Chris topher Bowen

In the Summer of 2000 three members of the Royal
Forest of Dean Caving Club explored a shallow iron
mine known as Gate Hole, on Wigpool Common, north
of Mitcheldean at SO 6552 1971. The strata here is the
iron bearing limestone which outcrops on the surface in
a band around the outer edge of the common. Much ore
has been extracted here and the outcrop is pitted with
ancient surface workings, shallow mines known as
scowles and occasional open caves. It is also the
location of the 19/20th century Wigpool deep iron
mine.

About 10m below the surface, the caving club members 
noticed what appeared to be a rounded pebble amongst
the usual angular rock debris (Fig 1) .1 As pebbles had
not previ ously been found in local mines, this one was
taken out for scrutiny. Its use as a tool is indicated by
surface wear  on the flat side and possibly on the ends.
Shaped like a typical seashore pebble, it is a fine grained
sandstone, hard and very dense. It is light brown in
colour with darker brown banding. The rock type is
quartzite, which is not found in the Forest of Dean.
Quartzite is a quartz sandstone made denser and harder
by secondary metamor phism or silici fi cation. The origin
of such erratic pebbles is considered to be in the South
Midlands. They are occasionally found in the
Cotswolds, spread south by glacial drift, but have not
been recorded from the Forest. The pebble is now in the
possession of the owners of Clearwell Cave who hold the 
mineral rights on Wigpool Common.

The period when the pebble was used is not known. This
type of hand tool was used from the Palaeo lithic period
to the Iron Age. Extraction of iron ore in the Forest of
Dean is generally considered to have started in the Iron
Age; however, iron minerals such as ochre were used for
colouring purposes much earlier. Whether or not the
pebble was used under ground by an early miner is not
clear, since it could have gravi tated from the surface,
down into the mine by a route now blocked. The
chamber in which it was found also contained a few
items of more recent debris, indicating a one-time
connection to the surface. Assuming that the pebble was
taken into the mine for use, as being harder than any local 
rock, it is good evidence for primitive, albeit undated,
mining and processing of iron or indeed of ochre as used
in Upper Palaeo lithic burials.2

In April 2003, a second almost identical quartzite pebble
was found under ground in the working known as Sway
Hole, about 20m below the surface and close to the
entrance. Sway Hole at SO 6570 1947, like Gate Hole, is
one of several entrances, through old outcrop workings,
into the deep Wigpool Mine. It is about 200m south of
Gate Hole where the first pebble was found. This pebble
is very similar dimen sionaly and the colour is a uniform
grey/brown. Its flattest side shows surface wear and at
both ends the texture is coarser as if roughened by
hammering. What appear to be brown iron minerals are
embedded in some of the small cavities.

Previous to the finding of the first pebble, but unknown at
the time, two hammer stones made of local Whitehead
limestone and a pebble of unspecified rock type had been
found by J Wright, Director of Clearwell Caves.3,4  They
were found on the surface of the limestone outcrop at
scowles near Drybrook Quarry 2.5km to the south-west of 
Wigpool at about SO 636 179. These artifacts were
examined on by Simon Timberlake, Director of the Copa
Hill Bronze Age mine research project. In his detailed
report on them, on their usage context and their signifi -
cance, he suggests that if the site was prospected / mined
for ochre in prehistory, then it is unique in the British Isles
and activity would be much earlier than hitherto recorded
for a metal mining site. 
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Fig 1  Quartzite pebble from Gate Hole  Wigpool
Common
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  FIELD WALK ING AT SLIMBRIDGE IN 2001

Martin Eccle stone

Dr Eric Carpenter of the Slimbridge History Group
drew attention in 2001 to a field adjoining the A38 near
Gossington (SO 743023), on which Roman material
had been found.  With the agreement of the farmer,
Mr Robert Sealy, part of the field was examined by
fifteen people on 13 October 2001 in good condi tions.
The north west half of the field, next to the A38, was
line- walked in order to locate concen tra tions for more
detailed future exami nation.  Twelve lines at 20m
intervals were each walked by two people for a distance 
of 160m, divided into eight 20m stints. The time spent
on each stint was 7 to 8 minutes, or a quarter man-hour;
using two people walking about a metre apart helps to
reduce the effect of widely differing retrieval skills.

In the south part of the field an obvious concen tration of 
Pennant slate fragments was examined by intensive
walking of a 40m square, divided into four 20m
squares, requiring five man-hours in all. In addition, a
single 20m square centred on SO 74397 02338 was
walked for one man-hour, as random walking had
located a concen tration of RB sherds there.  Figure 1
shows the location of all the walked parts of the field,
and the stints with 4 or more RB sherds; the highest
number (28) was in stint 12D. In terms of RB sherds
collected per quarter man-hour (the time spent per
stint), the 40m square produced the low value of 2.5,
while the single 20m  square had the high value of 17. 

Lines 1 to 6 produced only a thin scatter of probable RB
sherds, averaging about one sherd (weight 7g) per stint;
this is assumed to represent manuring scatter rather than
occupation.  The line- walking finds selected for identi fi -
cation were those found on the 20 stints with at least four
possible RB sherds; these produced 230 identified RB
sherds.  In addition, 51 RB sherds were found on the 40m 
square and 71 on the single 20m square. Another 35 RB
sherds were collected from other parts of the field. 

The ceramic material was examined by Dr Jane Timby,
whose detailed report is summa rised here. She
identified 387 RB sherds, mostly dating from the
3rd-4th century; a small quantity of late Roman shelly
ware (0.5% by weight) indicates occupation after c360. 
Conti nental imports are indicated by one sherd of
Dressel 20 olive oil amphora and at least four sherds of
Samian. Regional imports are repre sented by a single
sherd of New Forest colour- coated beaker, Oxford shire 
colour- coated wares including mortaria, Dorset
black-burnished ware, south west oxidised and white
slipped ware and south west black- burnished ware.
Local material is dominated by micaceous wares,
particu larly grey wares. One unusual sherd in a black

micaceous ware, from stint 12C, has part of an applied
roundel, presumably part of a decorative feature.

The ceramic building fragments include tegulae and
imbrices and at least two fragments of hypocaust tile.
Unusual pieces include part of a chimney pot or finial
(from stint 9D) and part of a polygonal ring (from stint
12C) of the type found at Frocester, Great Witcombe
and Kingscote, whose purpose is unknown1. A fragment 
of a metal- working crucible (from square K0) may be of 
Roman origin. The range of sherds and other material
found is considered typical of that from large villas in
the locality, such as Frocester.  The diversity of wares,
especially the hypocaust tile, indicate the presence of an 
estab lishment of some standing.

Only six sherds of medieval date were recog nised, and
these included a foot from a Minety tripod pitcher from
stint 2G. The 60 post-medieval sherds appear only to
represent manuring scatter; the 23 found in the 40m
square in 5 man-hours are consistent with the line
walking rate of 6 per man-hour.

The Pennant slate distri bution found by line- walking
was similar to that for RB sherds, with a concen tration
in stints 9D and 10D. In the 40m square, 160 pieces
wider than 50mm were collected, weighing 18 kg. The
most westerly of the four 20m squares had the least (7%
of the total). The most frequent thickness was 15mm,
and all except 4% measured less than 25mm. Perhaps
the most inter esting finds here were five fragments of
17th century clay pipe bowls; none were found
elsewhere, suggesting a post- medieval origin for the
Pennant slate. There is documentary evidence for a
Slimbridge pipemaker called George Bence in 16772.

A coin found by random walking has been identified as
a ‘third brass’ of Valen tinian II, 375-8.  Pieces of fired
daub and metallic slag were widespread, though
possibly concen trated in an area running from 4A-C
through 7D-E to 9G. There was also a random scatter of
at least 16 nails.

I am grateful to the farmer of the land, Mr Sealy, to Dr Jane
Timby, Dr Allan Peacey and Dr Eric Carpenter, and to the
members of GADARG who helped with this survey.
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        TA BLE 1 RB SHERDS CLAS SI FIED BY FAB RIC (LINE- WALKS ONLY)

Fab ric No Wt % wt Fab ric No Wt % wt
GWMIC 63 429 26 OXID 3 15 1
SVW 55 384 24 SAM 2   9 0
BB1 31 220 14 ROBSH 3   8 0
GREY 32 202 12 MALV 1   6 0
BWMIC 14 147   9 NFOCC 1   2 0
OXFRS 13   90   6 SOWOX 1   7 0
OX MIC  6   66    4 LOCCC 4 10 0
BATAM   1   26   2 To tals     230     1621     100
See Ta ble 3 of Ref 3 for the fab ric codes

 TA BLE 2  RB SHERDS COL LECTED PER STINT (IN WEIGHT OR DER)

Stint No Wt Stint No Wt Stint No Wt
12D 28 213 12C 26 203 10D 21 174
12B 17 110   9C 13 107   9D 11 97 
  8F   6   95   8E 11   93   7E 15 80
  9E   7   72 12A   7   63 11C   9 54
10A   7   54 10B   8   53   7C   7 50
10C   9   48   9B   5   33 11B   9 31
  9F   3   31 11A   4   25 10E   6 20

Fig1  Slimbridge field walking
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FROCESTER COURT EXCAVATIONS 2002

Eddie Price

The 1995 magne tometer survey produced evidence of
occupation in the part of the site lying between the NE
edge of the 1995-98 gravel pit excava tions and the
known boundary ditches. A rectan gular strip, aligned
NW-SE, was therefore marked out about 15m beyond
the site of the pit and left unploughed last autumn when
the field was planted with winter wheat. This area,
intended for the 2002 excavation season, was located
just in front of the dig huts, covered approxi mately
20m x 10m, and overlay the first of a series of
unexplored features. My conva les cence after a major
operation meant that work was unfor tu nately restricted 
to a post- harvest period between 22 August and 21
October, when only part of the strip was examined.
However, on 14 June GADARG members made the
most of the oppor tunity and conducted a resis tivity
survey over the whole, so we shall now be able to
compare the geophysical results with the evidence
from excavation.

Two 5m wide trenches, one at each end of the
marked-out strip, were excavated, and it quickly
became apparent that over most of the area features dug
into the natural gravel lay immedi ately under the
ploughsoil, with no overlying occupation deposits.
Small early gravel workings appear to have been left
open when abandoned until they filled naturally with a
fine brown clay silt which contained no finds. In
Trench 1, however, a C2 amphora fragment  came from

a similar thick primary deposit sealed under a layer of
gravel in L33/34 Fl, by far the largest of these pits. The
gravel, probably upcast from the adjoining Ditch 58,
was in turn overlain by dark rubbish fills inter spersed
with tenuous patches of pebbly stones under a brown
abandonment level. This backfill, along with the silted
up ditch, was then topped-up with a dark occupation
soil, truncated in part by the mediaeval plough.

Trench 2 produced two probable stake hole align ments,
L38 F5 and M38 F9, the latter appar ently comple -
menting N37/38 F11, a group of eight post holes 3m to
the NE. These predated N37/38 F4, a shallow gully
which may connect with M33/34 F4, the lower end of
which, in Trench 1, had been destroyed by a mediaeval
plough furrow. A surface of worn flat stones mixed with
pebbly gravel, suggesting the edge of a yard, was found
in the uppermost levels of both trenches. It was cut by
N38 F6, a steep- sided trench containing a layer of stones
under a dark fill similar to that found in pit M37 F3. The
two appear to have been linked by a shallow gully,
M37 F7, which however, partly underlay the stones.

My thanks again to the many helpers who, at short
notice, came and enthusiastically cleared what were
apparently endless deposits of barren soil. The results
above suggest that it should be worthwhile to examine
the NE half of this year’s marked-out but unexcavated
area at the beginning of the 2003 season. 

   Fragment of a 2nd century wine amphora from Southern Gaul
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 Frocester excava tions 2002
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RE SISI TIV ITY AR CHIVE

Don Mayes

Introduction

GADARG took delivery of the TR/CIA resis tivity meter 
in spring 2002. Nine surveys have been carried out
during period April 2002 – March 2003. The results of
these surveys are being held in an archive together with
associated background documen tation such as maps. 

This archive will be available to members for reference.

This note is intended to provide a brief summary and
index to the archive and thumb nails of some
unpublished data.

Surveys

TITLE - Chedworth Villa
LEADER - Martin Eccle stone
LOCATION - Chedworth  SP 053 135
DATES - April 2002
OBJECT - To test new equipment on a previ ously

surveyed site.
RESULTS - Equipment worked well. It detected

features found on other resis tivity 
surveys and some only apparent on
magnetic surveys. (Fig 1)

TITLE - Mitton
LEADER - Richard Sermon
LOCATION - Mitton  SO 9030 3393
DATES - May 2002
OBJECT - To locate site of a chapel.
RESULTS - Not found.

TITLE - Kinley Farm
LEADER - Martin Eccle stone
LOCATION - Nympsfied  ST 823 995
DATES - May 2002
OBJECT - To locate site of Kinley Mead Farm

shown on 1761 map
RESULTS - No evidence - Larger area needs to be

surveyed

TITLE - Frocester 02
LEADER - Nigel Spry
LOCATION - Frocester SO 7860 0286
DATES - June 2002
OBJECT - To survey area in advance of

excavation to assess correlation with
actual archae ology.

RESULTS - Evidence of features which were later
shown to be a gravel pit and medieval
ridge and furrow (Fig 2) see also
‘Frocester Court Excava tions 2002’ in
Glevensis 36, 19-20 (this issue)

Fig 1  Chedworth Villa survey results
super im posed on previous results Fig 2  3D repre sen tation of Frocester survey results
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TITLE - Kinley
LEADER - Martin Eccle stone
LOCATION - Nymps field  ST 8210 9944
DATES - July 2002 - January 2003
OBJECT - To locate the site of buildings among

earth works especially chantry chapel
recorded in this area. 

RESULTS - No firm evidence found.

TITLE - Deerhurst
LEADER - Steve Bagshaw
LOCATION - Deerhurst  SO 869 298
DATES - July 2002
OBJECT - To supplement the increasing

knowledge of Odda’s chapel and St
Mary’s church with an inves ti gation of
the adjacent  landscape.

RESULTS - Complex system of drainage ditches an
central pond shown. Possible founda -
tions of building to east of site.
See Glevensis 36, 37-42 (this issue) for
a more detailed report.

TITLE - Quedgeley
LEADER - Richard Sermon
LOCATION - Quedgeley  SO 8095 1453
DATES - July 2002
OBJECT - To find continuation of Roman road

found at Tesco petrol station nearby.
RESULTS - Nothing found. Evidence was found in

excavation further west.
See Glevensis 36, 60-2 (this issue) for a
more detailed report.

TITLE - Dumbleton Manor
LEADER - Ann Maxwell
LOCATION - Dumbleton  SP 016 357
DATES - October/November 2002
OBJECT - To establish the relationship between

earth works to the west of the church
and Dumbleton Manor built in the 17th
century and later demol ished.

RESULTS - Prominant earth works are remains of
formal gardens as shown on Kip’s 
1712 engraving. Disturbed ground at
east of area surveyed is probably the
remains of the manor or farm, but
resis tivity data vague. Road shown on
1891 OS map was very evident plus
spur to farm. See Glevensis 36, 23-27
(this issue) for a more detailed report.

TITLE - Standish
LEADER - Ann Maxwell
LOCATION - Standish  SO779 088
DATES - March 2003
OBJECT - To supplement previous magnetic

surveys carried out in 2000. 
RESULTS - Survey showed continuation of linear,

features seen on previous survey
(Fig 3). 

Fig 3 Standish resistivity survey results super im posed 
on previous survey results

GSB

GADARG
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18th CEN TURY GAR DENS AT DUMBLETON

Ann Max well and Don Mayes

Intro duction and Background

There are conspicuous earth works in Dumbleton Park,
just west of the church and near the spot marked as

‘Manor House (Site of )’ on the First Edition Ordnance
Survey map of 1891 (Fig 1) SP 016 357. Sir Richard
Cocks,  Bart, the owner of the Dumbleton estate, built
that manor house in the late 1680s or early 1690s. It was 

Fig 2  Kip engraving of Dumbleton Hall 1712

described by Sir Robert Atkyns in 1712 in The Ancient
and Present State of Gloster shire as ‘an handsome seat
near the church’.1 An engraving by Kip (Fig 2) in that
volume shows a substantial house of seven by five
bays with a hipped roof and formal Dutch- style
gardens with water features and parterres. 

The last of this branch of the Cocks family, Sir Robert
Cocks, died in 1765, and the title was then extinct. The
estate devolved to Charles Cox, Esq, of Castle ditch,
Hereford shire. In 1779 Samuel Rudder wrote ‘No
gentle man’s family is resident at Dumbleton, and part
of the mansion house has lately been taken down to
reduce it to a farm house’.2

The estate was adver tised for sale in 1822, and the plan
accom pa nying the sale particulars (Fig 3) shows some
surviving water features and a building on part of the
site of the former hall. The description of the area
numbered 87 on the plan is ‘Great House, Bowling
Green, Fish Pools, etc’. A rectan gular area numbered
88, within 87, is listed as ‘garden’.3

The present Dumbleton Hall was built in 1830 on
another site in the park.4 When the estate was next put
up for sale, in 1875, the estate plan showed no sign of
the former hall or its gardens (Fig 4). It was all
absorbed into the area 120 described as ‘The Park’.5

Fig 1  First edition OS map 1891
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Survey 

The initial (west) resis tivity survey covered five
20m squares, laid out over the earth works. The area was
then extended eastwards towards the church by a further 
two full squares and a partial one (up to the boundary of
the park). It was hoped that this would reveal the site of
the hall. 

The location of these  areas of the resis tivity survey are
shown in relation to the church and other features in
Fig 5 to gether with the plan of the earthworks survey.

Fig 4  Map from 1875 sale particularsFig 3  Map from 1822 sale particulars

Interpretation

The initial assumption was that the prominent earth -
works were the remains of the demol ished manor house
or the farm which replaced it. However this was difficult
to reconcile with the resistivity survey results - shown in 
Figs 5,6 & 7 (the west and east parts were contiguous but
are shown slightly separated for  clarity).

The maps were re-examined and a plan of the site in
1712 was constructed by recti fying the Kip engraving
(Fig 9).

Fig 5  Location of resisi tivity survey and plan of earthworks



Fig 6  Resis tivity survey (west) Fig 7  Resis tivity survey (east)
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Fig 8  Extract from 1822 sale map (Fig 3) Fig 9  Plan from rectified Kip engraving (Fig2)

The similarity between the water features in the 1822
map, the Kip plan and the western part of the resis tivity
survey was then apparent (Figs 6, 8 & 9)

Computer traces of the survey results and all the plans
and maps were produced at the same scale and orien -
tation so that they could be overlaid and compared to
confirm the above assumptions. A example is given as
Fig 10. 

The high level of corre spon dence between the resis tivity
and earthwork surveys and the Kip plan suggests that the
raised walkways and water features were accurately
depicted by Kip ( from plans ?) (Fig 10). The resis tivity
results for the western part of the survey show clearly the

raised walkways and the parterre as well as the water
channels (Fig 11 & 12). The eastern part shows the 
track-way running west of the hall site, which appears
on the 1891 Ordnance Survey map. There are some
linear features where the building would have stood,
but the area seems very disturbed (Fig 11).

Ref er ences

1 ATKYNS, Sir Robert. The Ancient and Present State of Gloster -
shire. 1712. 406.

2 RUD DER, Samuel., A New History of Glouces ter shire. 1779.
420- 21.

3 Plan from sale par ticu lars 1822. GRO SL/198.
4 VEREY, David. Glouces ter shire: The Vale and the For est of

Dean.  London. 1970. 60, 175.
5 Plan from sale par ticu lars 1875. GRO SL/481.

Fig 10 Rectified Kip plan overlaid on resis tivity data
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Fig 11  Inter pre tation of features revealed in resis tivity survey

Fig 12  3D repre sen tation of part of resis tivity data and extract from Kip engraving
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EDMUND IRONSIDE AND MINSTERWORTH – FACT OR FICTION?

Terry Moore- Scott

James Harris in a recent Glevensis1 discusses the
differing arguments for the location of Alney where
kings  Cnut and Edmund Ironside met  after their battle
at Ashingdon in 1016.2 There is general agreement that
the site was at a naight or island in the Severn, either
near Deerhurst or at Gloucester, but to Harris the
former seemed more likely. Edmund is held by
numerous sources to have died in somewhat suspi cious 
circum stances in November 1016. The purpose of this
note is to draw attention to other documentary material
(albeit of uncertain veracity) which casts further light
on Edmund’s presence in Glouces ter shire at that time
and, in particular, on a link between Edmund’s
untimely death and the Severn-side village of
Minster worth.

In his De Nugis Curialium3, the medieval writer Walter
Map (c1140-1210) tells of an incident that occurred a
short while after the encounter between Cnut and
Ironside (an encounter that Map himself says happened 
at Deerhurst). The account is contained in the fourth
part of that work entitled Of Cnut, King of the Danes
where Map relates that a servant of Edmund, aggrieved
over his master’s refusal to grant to him estate in
Minster worth4, and hopeful of earning favours from
Cnut, attempted to murder Edmund during a visit
Minster worth. The method he employed involved
placing a large sharp iron ‘spit’ (or stake) into the hole
of his master’s privy and, by suddenly turning the
candles with which he preceded his master in another
direction, causing Edmund to fall into the privy. The
outcome was that Edmund sustained mortal wounds
and, so the legend goes, had to be taken to Ross where
he died (although other sources state that Edmund died
at Oxford or even perhaps London).  In the event,
Cnut’s response appears to have been one of
displeasure for he had the servant hanged. So much for
the story.

Walter Map is believed to have been born in Hereford -
shire and for a time in the late 12th century he was vicar
at Westbury on Severn, in which benefice Minster -
worth is located. He also worked as a clerk to Henry II,
often accom pa nying the king on his travels around the
kingdom. He evidently drew on these experi ences to
write De Nugis Curialium (literally Courtly Trifles)

and his times spent in and around west Glouces ter shire
would also have exposed him to local historical tradi -
tions of the area. Like other writers of the time, his style
of writing is often highly allegorical, strong on grand
gestures but often weak on facts. This has led
authorities to be divided over how much credence to
give to his writings. Signifi cantly though, on the matter
of Edmund and Minster worth, Finberg challenges
those who dismiss Map’s story outright stating that
they ‘unde re st imate the value of local tradition. Since
nobody ever regarded Edmund Ironside as a saint, the
parson and people of Minster worth could have had no
motive for inventing fiction about his death and their
account is clearly preferable to the conflicting state -
ments of chroni clers’.5 Moreover, given Minster -
worth’s proximity to the royal centre of Gloucester and
to the royal hunting lands of the Forest of Dean, it
certainly would not be surprising if Edmund visited
Minster worth where at least a hunting lodge might well 
have existed.6 If therefore Map’s story is true, it offers
another intriguing link between Edmund Ironside and
Glouces ter shire during that fateful (for Edmund) year
of 1016. 

It is probably quite irrelevant in this context that
Minster worth also possesses its own location called
The Naight7, reflecting the presence in the past of an
island in the Severn there too. Or is it?

Notes & Ref er ences

1 HARRIS, J D. ‘The Site of Alney - AD1016’. Glevensis.  1992.
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1990 Everyman. 152.

3 The original of this work is held by the Bodleian Library in
Oxford but trans la tions of it have been published in several
sources including: The Cymmro dorian Record Series no.IX
(1923) (English only – a copy is in Gloucester Shire Hall
Library) and in Clarendon Press (1914 edition) (PRO library ref
941.031) (Latin and English). 

4 Minis tre wrda’ in the original text.
5 FINBERG, H  P  R . Early Charters of the West Midlands. 

Leicester.  1961. 145. 
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EBWORTH HOUSE

Martin Watts

Intro duction

The National Trust property at Ebworth lies between
the villages Cranham and Sheep scombe on the eastern
side of the Painswick Valley. Topographi cally the
Ebworth Estate, which extends to almost 400 hectares,
divides into two areas: to the north, an area of Cotswold
uplands princi pally used for farming; and to the south,
the deeply scored and heavily wooded Sheep scombe
valley. The site of Ebworth House (SO 899 113), on the
edge of the uplands overlooking the wooded valley
below, lies central to the estate and within a complex of
buildings, many of which are used as offices or stores.

When Ebworth was acquired by the Trust in 1989, its
main attraction was (and continues to be) Workmans
Wood in the Sheep scombe valley, which comprises
about 160 hectares of some of the finest beechwood in
the county. The wood was included in the Cotswold
Commons and Beech woods Site of Special Scien tific
Interest (SSSI) in 1954, and was desig nated a National
Nature Reserve in 1976. The wood received recog -
nition as a Centre of Excel lence from the Forestry
Authority of England in 1993. It become part of the
Cotswold Beech woods candidate Special Area of
Conser vation in 1995.1

In contrast, all that remained of the small 18th century
mansion of Ebworth House in 1989 was a large pile of
rubble. The house had stood derelict for many years
before it was leased to Stroud Fire Brigade for practice
exercises in the early 1970s, and by 1976 it had partly
collapsed and was demol ished. Even when standing the
house had been considered austere, described by one
early 20th century traveller as ‘a severely gloomy
looking mansion’.2 Although it was recog nised from
the presence of Tudor- style stone- mullioned windows
that part of the mansion began life in the late 16th or
early 17th century, possibly as a farmhouse3, it was
hardly surprising that the house, or indeed the estate,
was not initially considered to be one of the Trust’s
historic properties.

Plans to construct a new residential volunteer centre on
the site of the former 18th century mansion was the
catalyst for the National Trust to commission work
aimed at estab lishing the history and devel opment of
the house, and the extent and nature of its surviving
remains. Historical research was under taken by
Michael Hill in 2001, and excavation and recording of
the ruins was carried out by Cotswold Archae ology
with Richard K Morriss in 2002. An archaeo logical and

historical landscape survey of the estate carried out
subse quently by Cotswold Archae ology has helped to
place the house within its landscape context. The
combined results have highlighted the historical
signifi cance of the building at the centre of the estate,
from its origins as an early Jacobean hunting lodge
within a contem porary walled deer park, to the 18th
century mansion that was the focus of a designed
landscape that today is almost entirely obscured by
later planting and construction.

Historical Background 

There are no known records relating to the construction 
of the hunting lodge, but it may have been built by
Richard Wood of Brook thorpe soon after he acquired
Ebworth in 1608, and is therefore probably of early
17th century date.4 The hunting lodge was exten sively
rebuilt and enlarged by Thomas Cooke in 1729-31 to
create a small country mansion. Some altera tions to the
main (western) facade and stair hall were made in
c1830 and further rooms were added to the rear of the
house in the 19th century, but otherwise the house
seems to have survived largely unaltered until the
1970s. The estate was purchased by Henry Workman in 
1900, but his concern was the woodlands rather than
the house, which was allowed to fall into disrepair.5 

1950s Photo graphs

The principal phases of the house are visible in a series
of photo graphs taken in 1957-8 and repro duced by
Hill.6  The main facade of the mansion was entirely a
Georgian addition, three storeys high and of seven
bays, with the three central bays stepped forward and
closer together than the flanking bays (Fig 1). It was
faced in ashlar but was rather plain, enriched only with
band courses at the sill and lintel levels of the sash
windows, pilasters at the corners and flanking the
projecting portion, and topped by a parapet. The
second- storey windows had arched heads and all had
keystones. In the 19th century, a new pedimented
doorway was installed and the central three first- floor
windows had their sills lowered to let in more light, a
modifi cation typical of the period.7

The southern facade was also faced in ashlar and
topped by a parapet, but was even plainer with no band
courses or projec tions, although a plinth course is
visible (Fig 2). At first glance this five-bay elevation
also looks to have been entirely Georgian or later, with
similar windows to the western facade throughout and



Fig 1  Ebworth House, western elevation - pho to graph and measured survey



Fig 2  Ebworth House, southern elevation - photo graph and measured survey
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another 19th century pedimented doorway. However,
the presence of three storeys to the two western bays
but four storeys elsewhere indicates that this was not so. 
The three- storey bays were clearly part of the western
range added in the 18th century, suggesting that the rest
of the building was earlier. Closer inspection of the
four- storey range reveals that the ashlar work of the
lower two storeys is lighter than both the upper storeys
and the added western range, reflecting the extent of the 
original building and indicating that it had been two
storeys high. All of the primary windows the on this
elevation were replaced in the 18th century, the new
ground- floor windows cutting awkwardly into the
original plinth below.

The eastern elevation (Fig 3) was also finished in ashlar 
but had no parapet, and featured tripartite Tudor- arched 
stone- mullioned windows on all four storeys. Again the 
lower two storeys are of lighter ashlar (confirming the
height of the original building) and also have moulded
string courses at just above lintel level. On the southern
elevation (Fig 2), a dark band just below the heads of
the remod elled windows shows where the ground- floor 
string course had been cut away. The original windows
from here could well have been those reset into the
upper floors of the eastern elevation.

Even with remod elled windows, the symmetry of the
original building’s southern elevation around a central
(and also later remod elled) doorway is apparent (Fig 2), 
and this was clearly the original main facade. The only
asymmet rical feature is an opening below one of the
ground floor windows, a feature common with the

added wing to the west, indicating that at least part of
the original building as well as the western range was
cellared.

The photo graphs reveal that the original building
occupied the south- eastern part of the later mansion. It
seems to have been two storeys high and faced south -
wards with a central entrance. It had pairs of arch-
 headed stone- mullioned windows, a plinth course and
moulded string courses to the south and east, and given 
the symmetry of the building, probably to the west as
well. It was also probably gabled (no evidence of this
was apparent) and was at least partly cellared. Photo -
graphs of the interior show it had moulded bridging
beams, at least one fireplace with moulded four-
 centred head and some late 16th century style
linenfold wainscot. The overall impression is of a
relatively small, though grand, house of the early
17th century and, given its remote location, the most
likely purpose of such a building was a hunting lodge.

The house was enlarged substan tially in c1730 with
the addition of a new three- storey western range and
the raising of the original building from two to four
storeys. The house was also reori ented to face west
rather than south. All of the windows of the former
main (southern) facade were remod elled, although
those of the eastern elevation were kept and primary
windows were reset in the new upper storeys.
Although much larger than the original building, the
exterior of the Georgian mansion was plainer. Photo -
graphs of the interior show that one of the rooms in the
western range, the Dining Room, had an early 18th
century wainscot, but this was later removed and
transported to America.8 The stair tower was located at 
the rear of the building, and featured 18th century
stairs with three barley- twist balusters per tread and a
ramped, moulded handrail. The top of the stair tower
was lit by a 19th century cupola.

Other Buildings

The mansion was the focus for a number of other
buildings and struc tures, most of which have survived. 
These include a coach- house and stables block to the
south-east of the house ruins, which is the only Listed
building (Grade II) on the entire estate. The central
portion of its facade is symmet rical and appears to
have been contem porary with the hunting lodge, with
the same Tudor  style windows, matching doorways
and a continuous drip moulding. The extension to the
west has repeating details but these are probably reset
originals taken from the hunting lodge. At the opposite 
end is a two bay carriage shed, the openings having
three- centred stone heads with keystones of early
18th century date. Both exten sions are therefore
probably broadly contem porary to the 1730s
alterations to the main house.9

Fig 3  Southern and eastern eleva tions of Ebworth
House
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Other struc tures include a walled garden and a small
cottage immedi ately adjacent to the ruins known as
Butler’s Cottage, both of which had were probably built
in the early 18th century to serve the needs of the
country mansion. The majority of the other buildings
relate to the farm that grew up around the house in the
18th and 19th centuries, and include a farmhouse (built
onto the rear of the coach- house), threshing barn,
hayloft, cart shed and granary, and a couple of smaller
sheds. There is also a modern workshop immedi ately to
the west of the house ruins.

Excavation and Recording

Although most of the surviving structure of the mansion
lay buried under a mound of building rubble, part of the
former western facade still survived to ground- floor
level when the project was commis sioned. The collapse
of a further section of this facade just before the
commencement of fieldwork highlighted the deterio -
rating condition of the surviving fabric. Due to the
parlous state of the building, archaeo logical excavation
and recording was under taken in conjunction with
disman tling of the structure, which was under taken by

specialist contractors taking advice from the project’s
struc tural engineer. Exposed eleva tions were first
supported and cleared of vegetation before detailed
recording and finally disman tling of all struc turally
unstable eleva tions. Removal of all rubble and debris
from within and around the structure was then under -
taken using a mechanical excavator (JCB) under close
archaeo logical super vision.

An overall plan of the remains was drawn when ground
level was reached (Fig 4). Collapsed cellars were
identified in parts of the structure; these were either
cleared to ground level only, or were excavated by
machine and then rapidly back- filled to maintain safety
and ensure the struc tural integrity of the remains. A
catalogue of over 1300 fragments of archi tec tural stone
retrieved during excavation was also compiled. Most of
these were fragments of ashlar from pilasters, band
courses, plinths, windows and doorways. The most
easily recog nised were pieces of the ornate 18th century
cornice that accom panied the parapet.

The results of the excava tions confirmed the presence
of three principal phases of construction (Fig 4); the

Fig 4  Phased ground plan of Ebworth House
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Jacobean hunting lodge, the extensive Georgian
additions and altera tions of c1730, and the 19th and
20th century additions, mostly to rear (north) of the
mansion. The names used for rooms are as described by
John Workman, who donated the property to the
National Trust. Two of the eleva tions recorded are
repro duced here with their respective 1950s photo -
graphs (Figs 1 and 2), and indicate how little of the
building had survived. All masonry above plinth level
on both of these eleva tions was dismantled after
recording for safety reasons.

Apart from the ashlar facing of main eleva tions to the
east, west and south, most other walls were built
entirely in rubble stone or 19th century brick. The
excep tions were areas of ashlar surviving between
expanses of rubble infill on the east wall of the Dining
Room and the south wall of the North-east Extension.
This showed these walls to have once been external,
and thus confirmed the extent and position of the
hunting lodge (Fig 4).

Perhaps the most striking feature of the excava tions
was the poor construction of much of the building. The
rubble stone walls of the original hunting lodge had
been built using a weak mixture of lime and clay, and
most of the Georgian mansion was clay bonded. Given
the local avail ability of lime and the scale of the
building, the use of such a cheap and weak bonding
material is surprising. The poor construction made
excavation by machine difficult as the walls offered
little resis tance to lateral pressure, particu larly the
shallow bays of the western facade. As a result, the
Dining Room was left unexca vated below external
plinth level.

The Hunting Lodge

Excavation provided additional details to the form of
the early 17th century hunting lodge (Fig  4). Exter nally 
it measured 11.3m by 8.75m and was constructed
around a large, central chimney stack with fireplaces to
either side for rooms accessed from a baffle entrance
with semicir cular steps to the south. Although later
remod elled, both fireplaces origi nally had fine
moulded, depressed four- centred stone heads and
clearly served relatively large and important rooms.
The use of the eastern room as a kitchen was clearly
secondary, and it is likely that the original kitchen was
in the cellar below the Gun Room, the presence of
which was confirmed but which was left unexca vated.
Such an arrangement was not unusual, and is paral leled
locally at Lodge Park, Sherborne.10 The Kitchen had
probably once been the main reception room with
windows to the south, north, and two to the east, but all
of these had been either remod elled or removed during
later altera tions. The Gun Room would have had
matching windows to the south and west, but probably
did not run the full depth of the building (see below).

Directly north of the central stack there was a projecting 
block built in rubble stone with a simple stone-
 mullioned window, confirming the northern side as the
plainer, more utili tarian elevation. This projecting
block was probably the location of the stairs, which
later became the back stairs to the Georgian mansion,
and also a passage from the Gun Room to the Kitchen.
The construction of the adjacent 18th century stair
tower left no evidence for the arrangement of the
north- western part of the hunting lodge, but the line of
the north wall probably stepped back to complete the
symmetry of the building, an important design feature
of the period. The missing north- western corner was
probably the service area, with cellar access and a back
door screened from the Gun Room by a party wall over
the cellar below.

The Georgian Mansion

The western range of c1730 was built with vaulted
cellars throughout. These had collapsed below the
Dining Room and Entrance Hall, but the vaulting
survived below the Drawing Room. The new cellars
were linked to the older cellar via passages under the
Stair Tower and  below the Dining Room fireplace. The
original access to the cellar appears to have been sacri -
ficed for the new Stair Tower, but a new external
entrance was inserted into the south elevation.
Windows to light the cellars were avoided on the
western facade; these were located to the south and to
the rear of the range, in the area later enclosed by the
Passage. At least three original windows were reset into 
the construction of the Stair Tower to light the cellar and 
the ground floor.

On the southern elevation, the junction in the ashlar
between phases was well crafted and the original plinth
was continued westwards. This stepped up at the corner 
to meet the higher plinth of the western facade, which
was a sill level. The windows in the western wall of the
Gun Room were removed and the apertures blocked.
Both the Dining Room and the Drawing Room had
fireplaces of segmental stone arches built into their
eastern walls. A new back door was cut through the
north wall of the Kitchen, squeezed in between the stair
block and the window. The moulded jambs of this
entrance suggest that it may have also have been
reused. The fireplaces in both the Gun Room and the
Kitchen were also remod elled at this time.

The 19th Century 

The addition of rooms to the rear of the mansion in the
19th century caused further altera tions to the existing
fabric. Two cellar lights were blocked by the
construction of Passage, which was accessed by a new
entrance cut through the wall of the Stair Tower. The
later addition of the Pantry was accom panied by a new
doorway leading to it from the Drawing Room (which
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Fig 5  Extract from the 1885 OS 25-inch map, with extent of walled deer park shown

Fig 6  Extract from 1820 plan of Ebworth Estate  (GRO P244A M1 1/2)
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may then have been the dining room). The original
window at the northern end of the Kitchen was blocked
when the North-east Extension was added, and a new
doorway was cut through the Kitchen wall when the
Servants Passage was added to the east.

The Landscape of Ebworth - Con clu sions

The combi nat ion of  historical  research and
archaeological excavation estab lished the origins and
devel opment of Ebworth House, but the signifi cance of
both the hunting lodge and later mansion could not be
gauged without a consid eration of the wider landscape.
This was inves ti gated as part of an archaeo logical and
historical landscape survey of the Ebworth Estate.11

The identi fi cation of a Jacobean hunting lodge neces si -
tated a re-examination of the former walled deer park,
the ruinous walls of which enclose an area to the west of
the site (Fig  5). The walls generally follow the sharp
break- of- slope above Sheep scombe valley to the south,
and parish boundaries to the west and north. The precise 
course of the deer park wall to the east is lost, but it
appears to have completed its circuit at the site of
Ebworth House. It had been assumed previ ously that
the deer park was walled in the 18th century and was
contem porary with the small country mansion, but the
presence of the hunting lodge suggests that the wall to
the park may also have been constructed in the early
17th century.

The reori en tation of the 18th century house to face west
was accom panied by substantial landscaping, much of
which is today obscured by later building and screen
planting. The formality of the design is best under stood
from the earliest known accurate plan of the Estate,
dating to 1820 (Fig 6). The principal axis of the design
was westwards from the house, directly through a
semi- circular feature that today survives as a bastion
above a ha-ha. To the north and south of this axis, a
perfectly propor tioned enclosure was laid out. An
inventory of the estate from 1797 notes the presence of a 
melon ground, a kitchen garden, a pleasure ground and
a shrubbery as well as the deer park.12 The southern
third of the formal enclosure survives as the walled
garden, and the northern third may have been the
shrubbery: between the bastion and the house was an
open area, presumably the pleasure garden. The
symmetry of the design does not fit well within the
walled park, however, particu larly the walled garden
which appears to cut across the line of the park wall,
again indicating that the park wall may be earlier.

Later maps (eg Fig 5) depict an avenue of clumps of
trees extending the design axis westwards across the
park; only five of these tree clumps survive today. Other 

details include a sundial on the bastion and a glass house 
against the north wall of the kitchen garden (possibly
the melon ground) but neither of these features has
survived. The symmetry of the 18th century design was
initially disrupted in the 19th century, when a new
driveway was constructed around the shrubbery (Fig 5)
and eastwards to Foston’s Ash, probably to provide a
more direct route to fashionable Cheltenham. Today,
little remains of the principal axis of the 18th century
landscape design: half of the tree clumps have been
removed, the bastion has been planted with trees, a
workshop lies on the site of the former garden, and the
house lies in ruins.

Ebworth House was not a master piece of 18th century
design. As Hill notes 13 the contem porary facades found
at nearby Hazle House at Camp and the Old Rectory at
Elkstone are so similar that they may all have been built by 
the same team of masons, reusing their ideas from one
house to the next. If so, then Ebworth would have been the
poor relation, with little to rival the spectacular roofline of
stone lions and griffins at Hazle Manor or the rusti cated
decoration at the Old Rectory14. However, recent
excavation and research have shown the house and its
influence on the design of the surround landscape to be far
more significant than had previ ously been suspected.
What was previ ously thought to be a rather gloomy 18th
century country house has revealed far earlier origins as a
hunting lodge set within a Jacobean landscape, that in turn
was altered in the 18th and 19th centuries to meet
changing tastes and needs. It is hoped that elements of the
former landscape may in time be re-established to enable a 
better under standing of this historic property.
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DEERHURST: RESISTIVITY SURVEY SOUTH OF ABBOT’S COURT, 2002

Steve Bagshaw

Intro duction

The publi cation of the results of the archae ology done
in the 1970s and 1980s at St Mary’s church, Deerhurst,
presents a great deal of new infor mation and analysis on 
the devel opment of the standing structure of the
church1. Less is known about the archaeo logical
remains elsewhere in the village. The origins of the
minster church of St Mary’s are obscure, but Romano-
 British material unearthed in the yard suggest that the
old minster may have developed from a Romano-
 British struc ture2. Odda’s Chapel3, a mid 11th century
two celled structure, 150m to the south west of St
Mary’s, has not been excavated but Romano- British
pottery has been recovered from its grounds as well as
nearby, in the field to the south4.

While research into the structure and decoration of
these two early medieval buildings continues, their
signifi cance cannot be fully assessed without an under -
standing of their relationship to the settlement, and
wider landscape, in which they are situated. Deerhurst
was, therefore, selected for the first full scale
geophysical survey using GADARG’s newly acquired
resis tivity meter, purchased from TR Systems through
the Council for Independent Archae ology. Two sites of
particular potential immedi ately presented themselves; 
excava tions in the yard of St Mary’s have revealed
tanta lising fragments of masonry struc tures aligned
with, but pre-dating, the earliest phase of the church5. A
resis tivity survey of the yard will take place in the
summer of 2003. The site chosen for survey in 2002
was the land to the south of Abbot’s Court, for reasons
outlined below.

The Site

Abbot’s Court is a complex of medieval and early
modern buildings that is situated immedi ately to the
south of the churchyard of St Mary’s and 150m east of
the River Severn (Fig.1). The complex includes Odda’s
Chapel, which was re-discovered in 1885 after being
incor po rated into a range of buildings that served as the
manor house for Abbot’s Court6. The court occupies the 
northern corner of a larger rectan gular enclosure,
approxi mately 140 x 170m in size, which is defined by
earth works7. The resis tivity survey took place in the
southern part of this larger rectan gular enclosure.

Ground level across the survey area is around 10m
above OD and with the River Severn 150m to the west it 
is prone to flooding. It is, however, slightly raised
above the floor of the surrounding flood plain because

of being situated, along with much of the village, on an
outcrop of Pleis tocene gravel8. The western limit of this 
gravel runs just to the east of the Naight Brook; excava -
tions in the yard of St Mary’s have shown that the
vallum monas terii was also sited at this geological
boundary, so as to take advantage of the gentle slope
produced by it9. These earth works, following the
Naight Brook, appear to extend in a south-west
direction from St Mary’s yard, forming the western
boundary of the survey field. It has been suggested that
both the south and west boundaries of this field could
mark the boundaries of the early medieval monastic
enclo sure10. Finberg believed that the earth works in the
survey field were the landmark referred to in a survey of 
the bounds of the early medieval estate11. More recent
attempts to interpret the Anglo- Saxon boundary clause
put the junction of the estate boundary with the River
Severn some distance to the north of St Mary’s
church12. 

A number of archaeo logical finds and obser va tions
made around Abbot’s Court indicate that Romano-
 British buildings formerly stood in the area. A beam
slot has been recorded and second  century pottery
recovered from trial trenches within 25m to the south,
north and east, of Odda’s Chapel13. Small quantities of
Romano- British pottery, ceramic tile and associated
building material have been recovered from an area
around 70m south of Odda’s Chapel, near the former
pond, and large quantities of Romano- British ceramic
tile have been noted at around 150m to the south east of
the chapel14.

As well as the Romano- British material two stones
bearing inscrip tions have been discovered at, or near,
Abbot’s Court. The better known of the two was
discovered in 1675 in an orchard, reportedly to the
north of a farm house, at Abbot’s Court; the inscription
gives a dedication to the Trinity, a date of 1056 and the
Odda as the founder15. The second stone also has a
dedication to the Trinity. It was found built into the
chimney stack of the half- timbered farmhouse
adjoining Odda’s Chapel in 188516. 

The enclosure map of 1815 for Deerhurst and Leigh
names the survey field as Home Orchard and shows the
field boundaries have altered little since the early 19th
century17. It also shows the south boundary of Home
Orchard as a road, Pudding Lane, running from the
centre of the village west to the Naight Brook. The 1st
edition OS map (Fig.1) shows the field, in 1883, as an
orchard with a pond roughly at its centre and a trian -
gular structure to the west18. The trian gular structure is
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Fig 1  Extract from 1st Edition OS map 1883

uniden tified but is too large to be a conven tional
building.

In 1972 a ditch 1m wide was dug to drain the pond in
to the Naight Brook. When drained the pond was
backfilled with material taken from its perimeter and
other material generated by levelling the field with a
bulldozer. At this time the earthwork forming the
eastern boundary of the field was enlarged and given
its present asymmet rical profile19

The Resis tivity Survey

The survey took place over nine consecutive days in
late July 2002, during which 13,200 square metres of
the field were surveyed in 20m grids with the help of
twenty volun teers. The field in which the survey took
place is under rough pasture and devoid of trees. After 
a dry July the ground was hard and well drained
except for the pond area and the south-west corner of

the field, where a change in vegetation indicate a wet
area.

The data have been processed using TR Systems
software and plotted as a greyscale image (Fig.2). This
is presented with an inter pre tation drawing outlining a
number of the features that have been identified (Fig.3). 
Darker blocks indicate lower resis tivity readings,
brighter blocks equal higher readings. There are two
clusters of white blocks on the data plot which represent 
null readings, one on the boundary south of Odda’s
Chapel, the other south of the pond. The former is due to 
a bramble bush, the latter to poor contact with the
ground probes. The plot also shows a number of
isolated high, or white, readings which are also due to
poor contact with the probes.

In addition to the geophysical survey sixty aerial photo -
graphs of the southern part of the village were taken by
Patrick Thody, using a digital camera mounted on a
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model aeroplane. A number of the features that were
identified by the geophysical survey are visible on
various aerial views (Fig.4).

Results

A number of the forms on the plot can be identified with 
archaeo logical features, either on the ground, from the
air or from earlier maps and surveys. The faint, linear,
low resis tivity feature intruding around 5m into the NW 
corner of the plot (marked (a) on Fig.3) repre sents the
track leading into the field from the gate at this point;
the wheel ruts are just discernable as parallel dark lines.
The very clear band of low resis tance readings at the
eastern edge of the plot (b) is the prominent bank
forming the east boundary of the survey field. The
small cluster of low resis tance in the north-west of the
plot (c) is a field drain or well, draining south. A
similarly sized cluster of low readings (d), around 30m
to the south west of the drain, is a well. There are also
faint traces of the unmarked footpath that runs south
east - north west across the field (e).

The band of low resis tance 1m-2m in width (f), running
west from the former pond  is the ditch dug in 1972 by
Mr Samuel in order to drain the pond20. The pond itself
(g) is the most obvious feature on the plot. It is marked
by a slight depression on the ground thick with thistles.
The location, size and shape of the pond are as depicted
on earlier maps and surveys21. The low resis tance
feature running north east from the pond (h) is in the
same position as a ditch recorded in the field before the
earth moving of 197222. This could be the route of a
former water course feeding the pond. The sharply
contrasting readings shown near the south boundary of
the field (i) relate to the bank and ditch that, prior to
1972, ran parallel with the south boundary of the survey 
field.

An area of slightly lower resis tance is just visible in the
north west quadrant of the plot (j). It corre sponds with a
trian gular patch of dense vegetation shown on an aerial
photo graph (Fig.4). This could be the large uniden tified 
trian gular structure shown on the 1st edition OS map
(Fig.1), where its position is given as some 30-40m to
the south- west23. The feature is poorly defined on the
data plot, partly due to it being super im posed over an
uniden tified circular feature (see below) and partly
because of its location near the western limit of the
survey, where the ground becomes increas ingly wet,
dimin ishing the quality of the data. There does,
however, appear to be a ditch, or drain, connecting the
feature with the Naight Brook to the west and this,
together with the similarity in size and shape with the
pond (g), suggests that feature (j) could represent a
second pond.

A group of high resis tance linear features are visible in
the north west corner of the plot (k), adjacent to the
boundary with Odda’s Chapel. It shows as a length of

raised values aligned with, and 12m to the south west
of, the south wall of Odda’s Chapel. Two similar bands
of high resis tance meet this first strip at 90 degrees and
return north east, aligned with the west wall of the
chapel. These struc tures are shown on the 1st edition
OS map as boundaries24, with one length meeting the
south-west angle of the nave of Odda’s Chapel, while
the highest readings follow the line of the bank that
probably marked the western boundary of the monastic
enclosure.

The plot also shows patterns that cannot be accounted
for in the historical record. A rough semi- circle of low
resis tance readings appears in the north west corner of
the survey area (l). It is not related to any surface
features and its relationship to other nearby struc tures is 
unclear. The semi- circle is partly obscured by the
feature (j) to the south. The presence of such a feature at
the south of Abbot’s Court has an obvious archaeo -
logical interest; further fieldwork is required to confirm 
and define its form.

A group of low resis tance linear features are visible in
the north east of the survey area (m). They show as
strips of low resis tance around 2m wide, with varying
lengths, and are aligned east south east - west north
west, roughly parallel with the south boundary of
Abbot’s Court. The distance between these linear
features is between 8m and 13m. In places it appears
that there are further strips of low resis tance inter -
secting at right angles with those already described. To
the east of the features is a patch of erratic readings
possibly indicating distur bance. 

The features marked (m) are partly obscured by a more
prominent low resis tance feature (h) that connects with
the former pond (g). This makes it difficult to assess the
relationship between the features to the east and those
to the west of  (h), do they, for example, connect? If, as it 
appears, they do then the north ernmost example would
have a length of 38m. The impression given by the plot
is that feature (h) cuts the linear strips (m); as feature (h) 
was a ditch flanked by earth works it is difficult to see
how (m) could post-date it. The linear features that
comprise (m)are unlikely to represent ridge and furrow
as they are too sharply defined and widely spaced; their
regularity precludes a geological expla nation. While
there could be a number of expla na tions for such results 
it is possible that they represent the site of former
buildings.

To the east of the group of features marked (m) are
traces of a long, low resis tance linear feature (n). In the
north east of the plot the feature appears as a broken
dark line bordering an area of erratic readings. It may, in 
this area, be related to the struc tures marked (m). In the
south east of the plot the line appears to curve as it
approaches the south boundary of the field. Here the
length of low resis tance appears to be a continuation of
the line of a foot path that traverses the field to the
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Fig 3  Inter pre tation

 labels refer to
structures discussed

in the text and
summarized below

Fig 2  Resis tivity
Data Plot

a track
b bank
c field drain or well
d well
e foot path
f ditch
g pond
h wa ter course
i bank & ditch
j pond
k monas tic en clo sure
l un known
m build ings ?
n path
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south. A dog-leg in the 19th century field boundary
where the footpath meets the survey field25 also
suggests that the path may have continued in a north-
 easterly direction across the survey area. Feature (n)
could be this path.

A strip of low resis tance is visible running south west
from the pond for around 30m. If it continues along its
course to the south boundary of the survey field it
would meet a similarly aligned former boundary in the
field to the south26. It could, therefore, represent the
continuation of this boundary into the survey area,
perhaps termi nating at the pond (g). 

A number of other strips and blocks of low resis tance can 
be discerned on the plot, with varying degrees of
definition, using differing inten sities of filter. While this
patterning of the data is unlikely to have been produced
by the under lying geological struc tures the poor and
partial definition make any further discussion difficult.
Included in this group, which are unlabeled on Fig.3, is a
line of low resis tance that crosses the pond, with other
examples to the south and south west of the pond.

The inter pre tation of the data plot has, to an extent,
been an exercise in subtracting known archaeo logical
struc tures from a cacophony of forms and patterns in
order to identify the unknown, possibly older, archae -
ology. The semi- circular feature in the north west of
the survey area (l) and the group of low resis tance
features to the east (m) mark areas of particular
archaeo logical potential. The proximity of the former
to Odda’s Chapel may be significant, while the latter
could represent the partial footprints of former
buildings. However, the struc tures noted in the field
during the earth moving of 1972 were to the south east
of the former pond27 whereas those marked (m) are to
the east and  north east.

It is planned to carry out further GADARG geophysical
surveys on a compa rable scale in Deerhurst over the
coming summers, so as to add much needed detail to the 
plan of the archaeo logical struc tures in the village.
Until such a plan is produced the title of Patrick
Wormald’s 1991 Deerhurst Lecture, ‘How do we know
so much about Anglo- Saxon Deerhurst?’28 remains, to
an archae ologist, ironic.

Fig 4  Aerial view of the survey site, looking east with Odda’s chapel on left
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In 1860 at Gloucester Canon
Samuel Lysons, nephew of THE
Samuel Lysons gave a lecture to the
Literary and Scien tific Society and
the Gloucester Association for
Young Men. The printed version
(The Romans in Glouces ter shire,
1860) makes it obvious that his
listeners underwent a tedious event.
He strayed widely from his subject,
even devoting time to Glouces ter’s
1643 siege. Although he gave inter -
esting and tanta lising snippets about 
recent Roman finds at Gloucester,
including at Newark (Glevensis 36,
64 (this issue) - with a plan of a
Roman fort there that he said he was
first to notice – his main Gloucester
theme was the city’s early Chris ti -
anity. Through complex reasoning based on his inter -
pre tation of Roman, church and early secular literature,
he believed that ‘the Christian religion was
professed…in Gloucester in the year 45’. He saw St.
Paul preaching at The Cross in the  early 60s and had
few doubts about the later conversion of King Lucius
and his burial at St. Mary de Lode (Glevensis 30,37-38).

One of  Lysons’s early Chris tians
was Rufus Sita whose tombstone,
according to him, was found at
Wotton in 1825 or 26 - he shows the
location on a useful fold-out plan of
Roman discov eries in the city and its
immediate neigh bourhood. The
tombstone is now in the City
Museum. SITA, which Lysons
thought stood for Sitarchus, he trans -
lated as Commissary General. An
item of evidence cited in support of
Rufus’s faith was that the tombstone
lacked the heading  D. M – ‘ To the
Departed Spirits’. The tombstone
was illus trated (see figure).

Unlike the surviving tombstone,
which is missing the lower part of its

tablet, the illus tration showed the monument complete.
Possibly a loss occurred in the years between 1860 when
Lysons reported it was in the museum of Mr Purnell and
its transfer to Brunswick Road in 1873. From a later
account by Fullbrook- Leggatt (Roman Gloucester, 1968)
we learn ‘two pedestals on which it stood were found
nearby’, but these probably did not survive for long.   

THE AL TER NA TIVE RUFUS SITA

Ni gel Spry
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FINDERS KEEPERS, LOSERS WEEPERS:
Treasure and the Portable Antiq uities Recording Scheme

Julien Parsons 

Intro duction

It seems appro priate to be writing on the subject of
Treasure at this juncture, not least because the last
report to address the topic in the pages of Glevensis was
written over thirty years ago.1 The legis lative
framework has changed consid erably in the inter vening 
years; this, along with significant devel op ments in
hobby metal detecting and the mecha nisms employed
by archae olo gists to record the resultant finds, has led to 
a very different set of circum stances for the finder of
treasure in 2003, from those encoun tered in the late
1960s. 

The Law of Treasure Trove

Treasure Trove is a common law dating back to at least
the 12th century. Created by medieval kings as a
method of acquiring riches, it set the legal precedent for
the Crown to seize precious finds with no known owner. 
In the majority of cases archaeo logical finds belong to
the owner of the land on, or in, which the finds are
made; however, in the case of gold and silver the Crown
asserted its rights of ownership. The person charged
with deciding the fate of ownerless precious metal was
the Crown’s local repre sen tative - the Coroner. Of
course over the centuries the power of the monarchy
and its need to seize assets receded, so by the 20th
century a system had evolved whereby an inquest was
assembled with a Coroner and jury hearing evidence
from witnesses to consider whether finds fulfilled three
appar ently simple criteria:

• Items had to be made sub stan tially of gold or
silver

• They had to have been de lib er ately hid den with
the in ten tion of re cov ery

• Their own ers or heirs could not be traced.

If an object was declared to be Treasure Trove at the
inquest then a national or local museum had the oppor -
tunity to purchase the finds, and the lawful finder - as
estab lished at the inquest - received the full market
value of the find,  market values being formu lated by
the British Museum Reviewing Committee. If no
museum wished to purchase the find it was returned to
the finder. 

There were consid erable problems with the law of
Treasure Trove, essen tially concerning the role of the

Coroner, and his or her ability to get into the mind of the
depositor and divine their inten tions. Were objects
really delib er ately hidden for recovery? Were they
votive offerings or simply lost? How can we really be
sure? The other major problem, from an archaeo logical
point of view, was the treatment of different materials
within the same group; consider the case of a group of
30 coins, two gold, two silver and 26 bronze, which
were found buried in a Romano- British pottery jar. The
gold and silver coins would be the subject of a Treasure
Trove hearing, yet the bronze coins and the jar would be 
returned to the landowner; so important assem blages
were split up. Also the phrase ‘substa ntially’ gold and
silver was open to a degree of subjec tivity. Objects, for
instance, with applied gold or silver foil, sometimes fell 
into a grey area in terms of the definition. In other words 
Treasure Trove was not a legis lative structure framed
on behalf of archae ology, nor indeed the nation’s
heritage, but rather a system of rewarding members of
the public for reporting important finds and ensuring
that outstanding pieces entered the British Museum.

Hobby Metal Detecting

Despite these concerns over the suitability of Treasure
Trove it continued to serve as the framework for finding 
treasure into the late 20th century, but pressure on the
law was growing through the vast rise in cases coming
to inquest brought about by hobby metal detecting. It is
important to distin guish  hobby metal detecting from
the use of detectors per se. The metal detector is, after
all, simply a surveying tool which uses the emission of
an electro- magnetic field to sense distur bance caused
by the presence of metal in the ground. Going out to
look for treasure with the use of a metal detector was
gaining popularity in the 1970s and guides were
produced on how to find buried artefacts with often
limited regard for the effect on archaeo logical sites and
deposits. Metal detecting became estab lished as
archae ol ogy’s bête noire. It stood accused of multi -
farious crimes, the robbery of artefacts and the
destruction of the nation’s past. To put it mildly detec -
torists and archae olo gists failed to see eye-to-eye on the 
issue.

The Council for British Archae ology (CBA) assembled 
evidence on the destructive effects of metal detecting
on stratified material (Fig 1) and highlighted the
activity of  night hawks, who raided Scheduled Ancient
Monuments and known archaeo logical sites and left a
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series of tell-tale holes. No good example was the
Roman fort at Corbridge, North um berland, which was
system ati cally raided by night hawks in the late 1980s .2 
Looted British antiq uities started to turn up at the major
auction houses without any clear prove nance, many of
them were going to collectors in the United States. The
suspicion among archae olo gists was that metal detec -
torists were to blame. 

The metal detecting fraternity started their own
campaign led by the Detector Infor mation Group (DIG) 
to respond to the CBA’s accusa tions (Fig 2). Magazines
such as The Searcher and Treasure Hunting appeared,
encour aging converts to the new hobby and clearly
planting in the public’s mind the association between
detecting and treasure. Also machines became more
sophis ti cated by combining Transmit- Receive (TR)
and Very Low Frequency (VLF) technology. By the
1980s a good machine could reputedly pick up a
ten-pence sized coin at a depth of 10-11 inches .3 It was
possible to tune out signals from iron and focus
searches on non-ferrous metals like copper, silver and
gold. Detec torists pointed out that archae olo gists, or
more particu larly museum curators, were the first to
criticise them, but then were quite happy to get their
hands on the finds and take all the credit by writing
academic articles and putting on exhibi tions with them.
Over the 1980s there was a distinct stand-off between
much of the archaeo logical community and detec -
torists. Commu ni cation was generally poor with the
exception of Treasure Trove cases. The victim of this

lack of commu ni cation was our cultural heritage in the
form of portable antiq uities that went unrecorded.

In the mid 1990s the CBA and English Heritage (EH)
published a watershed report which brought together a
wealth of statistics on the nature of metal detecting and
its relationship with archae ology.4  The report suggested 
that metal detecting was at its height of popularity in
about 1980, with as many as 200,000 detec torists. By
the 1990’s this had reached a plateau, which it probably
is still on, of between 10,000 and 15,000 detec torists.
Sales of new metal detectors appar ently remain steady
at about 3000 a year. Figures from the British Museum
emphasise the impact of detecting; from 1988-1993
about two-thirds of all Anglo- Saxon and medieval
metalwork seen by the museum came from detecting, as
did nine out of ten hoards and approxi mately half of all
coins.5 However, these figures repre sented only a tiny
proportion of the suspected total of archaeo logical finds
made by detec torists, possibly as many as 400,000. The
overwhelming majority remained unrecorded and those 
that were recorded properly tended to be the artefacts
that fell under the aegis of Treasure Trove.

In recent years the situation has slowly improved and a
new dialogue has started between archae olo gists and
metal detec torists; both have agreed to disagree on
certain issues, but crucially both parties now accept that
there are areas of common interest. In practical terms
there have been two new initia tives intended to improve
the situation; one is the modifi cation of the law of

Figure 1. The Council for British Archae ol ogy’s (CBA)
stylised section drawing showing the damaging

effects of the misuse of a metal detector

Figure 2. The Detector Infor mation Group’s (DIG)
response to the CBA diagram
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Treasure Trove into the Treasure Act of 1996, the other
is the Portable Antiq uities Recording Scheme.

The Treasure Act (1996)

It is important to stress that the Treasure Act  had a very
protracted and difficult gestation period, and even its
most ardent supporter has to concede the act is essen -
tially a compromise(for guide lines see DNH 1997) 6. It
is a carefully worded modifi cation of Treasure Trove,
which includes a new definition of treasure, which can
be simplified as:

• All ob jects, other than coins, pro vided they con -
tain at least 10% gold or sil ver and are at least
300 years old.

•  All coins more than 300 years old that are found
in hoards.For the pur poses of the act a coin hoard 
is de fined as:

1 A mini mum of two if the pre cious metal
content is more than 10% (so two gold or
silver coins can be con sid ered Treas ure)
2 A mini mum of ten if the pre cious metal
content is less than 10% (so nine bronze
coins found to gether are not Treas ure, but 10
are)
3 Sin gle coins are never Treas ure.

• All ob jects pre vi ously cov ered un der Treas ure
Trove are still Treas ure un der the new act.

• Ob jects found in as so cia tion with Treas ure, such 
as non- metal items, are now con sid ered to be
Treas ure.

The crucial difference between the new concept of
Treasure and the old Treasure Trove Law is that the
element of assessing delib erate burial with the intention
of recovery has been dropped. For the current definition
this is irrelevant. The Act also formalised the commu ni -
cation between local and national museums and
somewhat stream lined the process of dealing with
Treasure, although it can still be highly complex,
usually involving the Coroner’s Office, national and
local museums.

The Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS)
(which replaced the Department of National Heritage)
claim that the number of cases of Treasure increased
after the imple men tation of the new law by a factor of
about nine, from a yearly average of 24.5 Treasure
Trove cases to over 220 Treasure cases after 1997. 7  The
degree to which metal detecting now dominates
Treasure legis lation is indicated by the recently- stated
figure of over 94% of Treasure cases involving finds
made with a metal detector. 8 However, the Treasure Act
still only concerns objects of gold and silver and coin
hoards, so the vast majority of archaeo logical finds still
fall outside its scope. 

Treasure (Desig nation) Order 2002 

In 2000 a review of the Treasure Act was under taken
involving a wide- spread canvassing of opinion from
museum curators, archae olo gists and metal detector
users. The result of the consul tation process has been a
modifi cation of the definition of Treasure to address the 
previ ously inade quate protection offered to prehis toric
metalwork under the original guide lines. The Treasure
(Desig nation) Order 2002 added from 1 January 2003
some new defini tions of Treasure. 9
 

• A group of pre his toric ar te facts in clud ing at
least one base- metal ob ject, but not coins (so
hoards of pre his toric bronzes can now be con -
sid ered treas ure)

• All pre his toric ob jects with any part gold or sil -
ver, in clud ing those items with foil cov er ing.

Portable Antiq uities 

The second initiative, the Portable Antiq uities
Reporting Scheme (PARS), is often confused with the
Treasure Act, partly because it was initiated at about the 
same time, and because of obvious associa tions. The
recording scheme is a purely voluntary initiative
whereby Finds Liaison Officers have been appointed to
record any finds made by detec torists and members of
the public. It has no legis lative power. The scheme
commenced in 1997 with pilots in Kent, Norfolk, North 
Lincoln shire, The North West, West Midlands and
Yorkshire. The first year captured details on some
13,500 artefacts, of which at least 70% were metal finds 
from detec torists.10  Perhaps the most high profile of the 
success stories of the first year was the Holderness
Cross, which was found by a farmer in East Yorkshire in 
the late 1960s, and brought to a finds day held by the
Finds Liaison Officer at Hull in March 1998. It was
recog nised as a gold and garnet cross of the Anglo-
 Saxon period. 11 The cross was eventually purchased by
the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, where it is currently
on display with that other key piece of Anglo- Saxon
jewellery, the Alfred Jewel.

Buoyed by the suc cess of the first year the DCMS found 
money to ap point fur ther of fi cers to cover Dor set and
Som er set, Hamp shire, North amp ton shire, Suf folk and
Wales, mak ing a to tal of eleven. The facts and fig ures
con cern ing the eleven posts for the fourth year of the
scheme, 2000- 2001, are impressive. 12

• 37,518 ob jects re corded from 1764 find ers
• Regu lar con tact with 105 metal de tect ing groups
• 68% of finds now re corded down to nearest

100m square
• 27% of finds re ported by non- metal detectorists
• 128 talks given, 102 finds iden ti fi ca tion days held
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• 67 ar ti cles in the me dia
• a web site (www.finds.org.uk) with 66,800 page 

re quests a month, and a da ta base of 18,858
finds with 2092 im ages

Despite the inroads made into the problem of
non-recording, the liaison posts were still not national;
so finds made in areas outside of the pilot regions (such
as Glouces ter shire) were either not being recorded or
were being brought in for the members of staff in estab -
lished posts. The system had recorded some 100,000
objects in the first four years and basically could not
cope with its own success. The obvious solution was to
extend the scheme.

Roger Bland had initially been seconded from the
British Museum to co-ordinate the PARS, so in 2000 it
was he who compiled a bid to cover all of England and
Wales with a network of liaison posts. This was
submitted to the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) for
support. The HLF were initially uncon vinced by the
long-term viability of the scheme and their fears
seemed to spread to the DCMS, who failed to commit
to continuing the present scheme, never mind agreeing
to extend it. By April 2002 it seemed the PARS was
about to see its bubble burst. 13 Desperate last- minute
negotia tions were held to save the scheme from total
collapse, and miracu lously a deal was struck. By June
2002 the Lottery Fund had agreed to give £2.5 million
to make the scheme national and secure its existence
for the next three years; this to be matched by money
from DCMS and local sources.14 This funding will
mean an additional 33 Liaison Officers are to be
appointed to cover the whole of England and Wales,
including in December 2003 one post to cover
Glouces ter shire and Avon (their use of the latter
geographical term I hasten to add, not mine). This
officer is to be based jointly at Bristol City Museum
and the Sites and Monuments Record at Shire Hall in
Gloucester.

Conclusion

At the end of 2002 the British Museum set about letting 
the public vote for one of the objects in the national
collection as Britain’s top treasure; the high- profile list
included such icons as the Sutton Hoo helmet, the
Hoxne hoard and the gold cape from Mold 15. It is
chastening to realise that some of the artefacts included 

in the list, such as the wooden Vindolanda tablets and
the ivory Lewis chessmen, if found today, would
receive no automatic statutory protection in England.
However, the same finds made north of the border in
Scotland would fall under the law of bona vacantia,
(literally meaning vacant goods) which places all finds
of ownerless objects in the hands of the Crown without
the need for them to be of precious metal. Considered
in retro spect the Treasure Act and Portable Antiq uities
Recording Scheme represent attempts to address a
number of legitimate concerns of field archae olo gists,
museum curators, coroners and metal- detector users;
and like all compro mises in the end they fail to fully
satisfy any of these groups. The evolution of the
Treasure Act bears testimony to the ad hoc nature of
England’s management of its cultural resources. In the
end the acid test of both initia tives is the recording and
preser vation of our great asset, the archaeo logical
heritage. It will be inter esting to monitor the effect of
Glouces ter shire’s Finds Liaison Officer next year. Be
warned, it may prove to be a bitter- sweet taste,
revealing not only what has been found, but suggesting
what has already been lost. 
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A ROMAN HORSE-SHAPED PENKNIFE HANDLE FROM GLOUCESTER

Ed McSloy
Cotswold Archae ology

Excava tions by Cotswold Archae ology at Parliament
Street, close to the site of the Roman South Gate of
Gloucester, were reported on in Glevensis 35.1 Among
the finds from this site was an excep tionally fine glass
flask probably dating from the later second century and
most likely origi nating from the Rhineland. An
archaeo logical evaluation carried out in November
2002 in the area of the docks, no more than l00m from
the Parliament Street site, has brought to light a second,
very different, but no less spectacular object (Fig 1).

Evaluation of an area of vacant land on the western
side of Southgate Street was under taken by Cotswold
Archae ology on behalf of the South West Regional
Devel opment Agency. The purpose of the evaluation
was to provide infor mation on the depth and nature of
archaeo logical deposits as part of a compre hensive
scheme to enhance Gloucester Docks. The site lies
some 150m outside of the walls of the colonia, in an
area that was once back plots within the southern
Roman suburb bordering the road to Sea Mills. The
trenching revealed pits and ditches containing pottery
dating to the Roman, medieval and later periods. The
knife handle was, with excep tional good fortune,

found in a short section excavated through a Roman
ditch.

The blade and pivoting mechanism of the knife are
missing. These would almost certainly have been of
iron. A groove along the back of the handle shows
where the blade would have rested when folded. Soon
after excavation the knife handle was sent to a
specialist conser vator for cleaning and stabi li sation.
The conser vator was able to determine through micro -
scopic exami nation that the handle was carved from
red deer antler.

The subject is that of a seated horse, carved in the
round. Details such as the strands of the mane, foreleg
hooves, nostrils, folds defining the hind legs and face
and possibly the tendons to the lower hind legs and are
picked out by cut strokes or deeper grooves. The pose
is stylised, as dictated by the function ality of the object, 
however aspects of the design are natural istic, particu -
larly the treatment of the head, and hind quarters. The
horse’s mane is a particu larly prominent feature of the
handle. By contrast the limbs, particu larly the forelegs
are under sized and highly stylised. Overall, the level of

Fig 1  Deer antler knife handle
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crafts manship is extremely high and some famili arity
with the equine subject is evident.

The horse was a fairly common subject in classical art.
Interest was no doubt roused by the spectacle of events
in the circus or the ritualised cavalry sports exercises. In 
the highly stratified Roman world, the keeping of
horses had social conno ta tions. Horse ownership and
the very word eques trian would have been synonymous 
with wealth or status. In the Celtic world too, the horse
was considered a highly significant animal and
frequently depicted in art as well as on coinage. The
horse goddess Epona was particu larly popular in Gaul
where veneration certainly continued into the Roman
period and from where over 300 monuments to her are
known. In Britain, dedica tions to Epona are restricted
mainly to the military zone where the cavalry units may
have had a particular interest.

Penknives or clasp- knives of Roman and post- Roman
date are reasonably well known finds from Britain. At
their most simple, Roman examples consist of an
undeco rated bone or antler handle, with the iron blade
attached by means of a ferrule and pin and folding into a 
groove cut into the side. More elabo rately decorated
examples, with handles of bone, ivory, antler or cast
bronze take the form of human or animal subjects. The
rarest forms from Roman Britain are those, such as the
Gloucester example, which depict their subjects ‘in the
round’. In recent years the number of such objects has
increased, although the total number from Britain is
probably still fewer than ten. Most examples seem to
come from military sites or higher status civilian sites
such as large towns or villas. A later second to mid third
century AD date is most likely for the object class.2 

While examples of the more elaborate repre sen ta tional
designs are rare in Britain, greater numbers are known
from conti nental sites and particu larly from the
Rhineland. The frequency of the German finds
probably indicates that most examples, including the
Gloucester handle, originated in that province, with
workshops most likely situated in Trier or Cologne. Von 
Mercklin3 illus trates 45 examples, primarily from
Germany, of bone, ivory, jet and bronze, depicting a
variety of subjects including male and female busts,
deities, gladiators, wrestlers and erotic scenes. Animal
subjects include hare and hound groups, lions,
leopards, dogs, dolphins and birds.

The quality of the crafts manship exhibited by the
Gloucester handle, together with its probable conti nental 
origin, almost certainly mean that this was a highly
treasured item, no doubt owned by a wealthy individual.
The parallels in terms of broad dating, origin, quality
and, most of all, proximity of findspot, between this
object and the glass vessel from the Parliament Street
excava tions, are remarkable but probably coinci dental.

It is not known whether either of these items arrived in
Gloucester as the result of trade or were brought in as
personal posses sions, possibly of soldiers or officials,
who had served or otherwise visited the Rhineland. It is
questionable whether, towards the end of the second
century, Gloucester’s status as a colonia would have
been of any signifi cance for the population make-up,
and it seems doubtful that the town would have seen any
more visitors from the Rhineland than any other
provincial town in Britain.

Trade between Britain and the Rhineland is clearly
indicated in the archaeo logical record by the substantial
quantities of high quality pottery table wares from Trier
and Cologne. Such pottery is dateable from the end of
the first to the middle part of the third century AD. It can
reasonably be assumed that other, less archaeo logi cally
‘visible’ goods would have arrived with this material.
Although it is most often assumed that goods from the
German provinces arrived through the east coast ports,
particu larly London, the inland trading network would
have ensured distri bution well beyond this area. Pottery
from the Rhineland/Mosel regions is certainly widely
distributed throughout Britain and findspots include
Ciren cester and Gloucester.

Whatever the means of transit from the Rhineland to
Gloucester, these objects demon strate the wealth and
sophis ti cation of at least some of the residents of Roman
Gloucester in the second or third centuries AD.
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FIELD WALK ING AT DAGLINGWORTH IN 2002

Martin Eccle stone

In November 2000 part of a field at Dagling worth,
centred on SO 997044, was inten sively field- walked;
the results were published in Glevensis 34, 74-8. It was
not possible to revisit the field until 29 August 2002,
and then the need to act quickly meant that only three
walkers were available. The aim was to add to the 21
squares (with 20m sides) examined in 2000, with a
degree of overlap that would allow the retrieval rates on
the two occasions to be compared.

The baseline chosen in 2000 formed the east sides of the
‘A’ squares and extended north wards meets the
boundary wall at X, 31.8m east of the eastern end of a
gateway. The NE corner of square A0 was 40m south of
X. The line through X at right angles to the baseline
formed the north side of square G8, whose NE corner
was 120m west of X and 49.0m south of the wall. It was
intended to use the same grid in 2002, but inaccurate
surveying meant that it was slightly rotated about X, so
that the NE corner of 2002’s square G8 was 41.7m south 
of the wall, 7.3m less than in 2000.
 
In 2000, two man-hours were spent on each square, but
this was reduced in 2002 to one man-hour. Eight squares 
were walked, four of which matched squares examined
in 2000. Table 1 compares the total weights and
numbers of the sherds collected on each occasion from
these four squares.  Sherds measuring less than half an
inch across were not included. It will be seen that the
average weight of a collected sherd was almost
unchanged (6.5g in 2000 and 6.3g in 2002). However,
the amount collected in 2002 was consis tently only one
third of that in 2000, and this must be attributed to
different soil and weather condi tions, as well as less
man-hours per square.

Table 2 gives the weights and numbers of sherds
collected from all eight squares, together with columns
expressing these as percentages of the mean weight and

mean number per square. To assist comparison with the
2000 results tabulated in Glevensis 34 (Tables 1 and 2),
the 2002 means have been calcu lated as 30% of the
2000 means, ie 162g and 24.8 sherds per square.

Combining the results of field- walking in 2000 and
2002, the maximum density of sherds was found in
squares B1 and D3 (each around 2.5 times the mean).
The squares that produced more than 1.5 times the
mean were: B1, B2, C2, D2 and D3. These are
contiguous squares, suggesting a concen tration around
SO 99700439. It may be significant that a track-like
crop mark (see Fig 1 in Glevensis 34) leads towards this
area from the north west.

The pottery report by Dr Jane Timby estab lished that
the great majority of sherds were Roman, from the 2nd
to 4th century. There were 14 sherds of Samian
(weighing 31g), one sherd of Dressel 20 amphora, one
sherd of late Roman shelly ware, and some Oxford shire 
colour- coated and whiteware. There were also four
sherds in H8 of a recently recog nised reduced fabric
provi sionally called Wiltshire Late Roman. The
majority of sherds (60 % by weight) were reduced or
oxidised wares from the North Wiltshire indus tries.
The two medieval sherds included one from Minety,
and there was a post- medieval sherd of Westerwald
stoneware. In addition 18 pieces of ceramic building
material weighing about 280g were found, which with
the 2000 results suggest maxima near B2 and E1.

The eight squares walked produced a total of 22 flints,
with five each in squares D3 and E1. No coins were
found.

On behalf of GADARG the author would like to thank
Lord Apsley for permission to visit the site, and Jane
Timby for her work on identi fying the ceramic
material.
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      TA BLE 1   COM PARI SON BE TWEEN 2000 AND 2002 RE SULTS

Square Weight Num ber of sherds Mean sherd weight 
per square (g)     per square (g)

        2000 2002    2000    2002 2000 2002

B2  1039  269 180   46  5.8   5.8
B3     687  220 101   30  6.8   7.3
E1      184    66   20   11  9.2   6.0
G8      362  103    51   18  7.1   5.7
To tals  2272  658 352 105  6.5   6.3
Per cent    100    29 100   30 100    97

      TA BLE 2   RB SHERDS COL LECTED IN 2002

Square Weight Num ber Weight Num ber
    (g) % of 162g % of 24.8

B2   269   46   166   185
B3   220   30   136   121
B4   166   29   102   117
D2   288   47   178   189
D3   452   64   279    258
E1     66   11     41     44
G8   103   18     64       73
H8   204   35   126    141

Location and identi fi cation of 20m squares surveyed in 2000 and 2002
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Intro duction

Exactly when the Anglo- Saxons arrived in Glouces ter -
shire and how many people this great event entailed has 
long been debated. Opinions have varied over the years
from the mass coloni zation of the Germanic peoples
creating room to settle by displacing or enslaving the
British population, to the more the recent model of a
few migrant warriors who simply became the new
ruling class, until the Normans deposed them.1

In about 407 the last Roman forces are believed to have
been withdrawn from Britain, which was then under
attack from Germanic, Scottish and Pictish raiders.
However, late 4th century Glouces ter shire seems to
have been a peaceful and prosperous place, judging by
the evidence of exten sions and rebuilding at both
Frocester and Hucclecote Roman villas. Study of the
Anglo- Saxon cemeteries in the Avon and Severn
Valleys show that the earliest graves are probably of
very late 5th century, the majority being of 6th century
date, a situation which allowed about a century for the
devel opment of post- Roman commu nities before the
arrival of the Anglo- Saxons. This situation is
unmatched in England apart from in the south-west
peninsula and the north-west coast.2

Archaeo logical evidence of activity during this period
is very limited as all the Romano- British urban centres
appar ently were abandoned. It appears there was
widespread abandonment of rural settle ments too, with
a few notable examples such as Frocester villa and the
field banks of Barnsley Park villa which have both
produced finds of c5th to 6th century chaff tempered
pottery.3 The diffi culty in dating some Anglo- Saxon
features is well illus trated by the 1999 excava tions at
Lower Slaughter. Here open area excavation revealed a
mass of inter cutting enclosure ditches, the fills of
which contained both late Roman and early/middle
Saxon pottery. Radio carbon dating of selective animal
bones revealed that actually all the ditches date from
the 7th to 10th centuries.4 It appears probable that until
the late 9th or early 10th century many local commu -
nities were largely aceramic, a factor which hinders
their archaeo logical identi fi cation.

There is also evidence that some Iron Age hillforts like
Cadbury- Congresbury and South Cadbury in Somerset

were reoccupied during this period as a defensive
measure.5, 6 Both these hillforts and the Roman city of
Wroxeter have been variously inter preted by
researchers as Camelot or King Arthur’s or Ambrosius
Aurelia nus’s power base.7, 8 It has been claimed that
Arthur’s great victory over the Anglo- Saxons at Badon
in c500,9 kept the invaders out of the Severn Valley for
some 70 years.

According to the Anglo- Saxon Chronicle Ceawlin,
King of Wessex (560-91), and Cuthwine in 577
defeated the Britons at the Battle of Dyrham and then
captured the Glouces ter shire area.10 It has been argued
that the northern expansion of the victors of Dyrham,
who it is believed had advanced westwards up the
Thames Valley was limited by other Anglo- Saxon
groups who were already estab lished in the Avon
Valley. The style of the brooches, wrist clamps and
girdle hangers found in the Avon Valley cemeteries
suggests these people were colonists from eastern
England.11 Martin Welch in his review of the dating
evidence for early Anglo- Saxon grave goods pointed
out that ongoing research in Germany on brooches has
now redated some examples found in south-east
England from the late 4th to the 5th century.1

Migrating hordes or elite dominance?

Sadly, written history provides few clues to what was
happening during this period in specific detail, until the
end of 7th century, when surviving Saxon charters
inform us that numerous complex land trans ac tions
were taking place. David Dumville pointed out that we
must try and avoid projecting our own cultural percep -
tions into our view of the history of this period.13  For
instance, during the 19th century when the European
powers were conquering and colonizing large portions
of the globe this model seemed to explain the Anglo-
 Saxon arrival as the triumph of the strong over the
weak; which in turn explained how the descen dants of
the culturally superior Anglo- Saxons could conquer
Africa. The 19th century was also an age of mass
emigration from the UK to North America, Southern
Africa, Australia and New Zealand, so our past rather
like the present was seen during the early 20th century
as a series of migra tions or conquests, which explained
all aspects of cultural change from the Neolithic to the
Normans. In a post- colonial society ideas such as

HOW THE WEST WAS WON
 THE ANGLO-SAXON CONQUEST OF GLOUCESTERSHIRE 

A con fer ence held at Chel ten ham in 2002

Bruce Wat son
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driving people out of their homelands or mass murder
are now seen as unacceptable, so it now argued by some 
that the Anglo- Saxon conquest was merely a change of
leadership not a mass migration. However, there is
documentary evidence for some mass movements of
people during this period, such as the migration of
Britons to Brittany during the 6th to 8th centuries.

One problem is the numbers game. For instance, if
thousands of Anglo- Saxons were pouring into
Glouces ter shire during the 6th century then where are
all their graves? Carolyn Heighway pointed out that the 
numbers of people repre sented by early Anglo- Saxon
graves are actually very few.14 This fact could be inter -
preted as evidence that the Anglo- Saxons were really
few in number, but there are other possi bilities. For
example, was a large portion of the population being
buried somewhere where they remain undis covered or
were they being disposed of in manner that leaves no
archaeo logical trace, such as cremation followed by
the scattering of ashes into rivers? The two largest
Anglo- Saxon cemeteries in Glouces ter shire at Fairford 
and Lechlade may each only represent the deceased
from a cluster of farmsteads, bearing in mind both sites
were in use for 200 years or possibly longer.

Tradi tionally the cultural origin of the Germanic
peoples (Angles, Frisians, Jutes and Saxons) has been
deter mined from their grave goods, but genetic anthro -
pology can now help show the origin of people. Mike
Weale explained how levels of lead, oxygen and
strontium isotopes in tooth enamel samples from the
5th century Anglo- Saxon cemetery at West Heslerton,
Yorkshire, indicates the geological source of these
individuals’ childhood drinking water.15 This study
points to three sources of water, one from the east
Pennines, a second from the west Pennines, and a third
from Scandi navia. Study of the Y chromosome in men
whose families had lived in the same town for three
genera tions in a transect across north Wales and central
England revealed an inter esting pattern. The popula -
tions of the two Welsh towns were geneti cally different
from each other and were completely different from all
the English towns. The genes of the people from the
English towns were all very similar and show a very
close corre lation with the population of Friesland
(Nether lands). Such  a closeness could not be achieved
by small scale migration, but statis ti cally it requires the
mass movement of people from Friesland to England.
Genetics cannot date this event, but histori cally the
most likely time slot for it is the early Anglo- Saxon
period (c400-650).

One flaw in the elite dominance theory is the linguistic
evidence; the Anglo- Saxons thoroughly renamed the
local landscape, with only a few British or Celtic river
and topographic place- names surviving. Richard

Sermon observed that there are only 16 or possibly
18 British loan words which have passed into the
Old English vocabulary, a fact which implies mass
migration and the suppression of the British
language.16 The coloni zation of New Zealand
offers possible model for how this situation could
have come about. From the 1830s an increasing
number of English and Scottish settlers arrived in
New Zealand. They quickly acquired large areas of
farmland by purchase and often by force, the Maori
Wars of 1860-65 led to the wholesale confis cation
of tribal lands. Many of the settlers were single men 
who married Maori women. The new settlers estab -
lished their own farmsteads and towns and gave
them homely names like Napier, but the rivers and
topographic features generally retained Maori
names. English also became the dominant
language.

Della  Hooke’s survey of  Glouces ter shi re
place-names does provide a limited amount of
evidence for the existence of a British population
living amongst the Anglo- Saxons. For example, a
walh-word is recorded in the name of Walls worth - ‘the
enclosure of the Welshmen’ - in Sandhurst, near
Gloucester. Place-name studies also show which areas
of the Cotswold scarp were still wooded during the
Anglo- Saxon period.17  Possibly, the move away from
the prevailing early Anglo- Saxon pattern of dispersed
rural settlement during the late Anglo- Saxon period and
subse quent the formation of nucleated villages by c1000 
provides a mechanism for the loss of many British
habitation place- names. Saxon charters show that from
the 8th century onwards large rural estates were being
broken up and increas ingly the landscape was precisely
demar cated by man-made agrarian features.

Chris tians or Pagans?

Following Constan tine’s edict of 313 Chris tians
were allowed to worship freely within the Roman
empire, but what proportion of the population of late
4th century Glouces ter shire was Christian is
uncertain. However, there is some archaeo logical
evidence of late Roman Chris ti anity, such as a lead
curse recovered from the hot springs at Bath which
reads - ‘Whether pagan or Christian, whosoever
whether man or woman, whether boy or girl,
whether slave or free, has stolen from me... six
pieces of silver...’18  At Uley the pagan temple was
demol ished during the 4th century and later a
building inter preted as a 5th century church and
baptistery was erected on the site.19 The 1978-79
excava tions at St Mary de Lode church in Gloucester 
identified a structure inter preted as either a timber-
 built Christian church or a pagan mausoleum of
either late Roman or Anglo- Saxon date.20
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In 603 St Augustine Archbishop of Canterbury (597-
c604-09) called the British bishops to a meeting at a
place known as Augustine’s Oak (probably in Glouces -
ter shire) on the boundary between the lands of the West
Saxons and the Hwicce.21 The Britons refused to accept
his overlordship and celebrate Easter on the date fixed
by the Roman church.

In 679 the Bishopric of the Hwicce was estab lished at
Worcester, and this was followed by the estab lishment
of a new network of minster churches to supplement or
more likely to replace the existing British ones. The
rural organi zation of the 7th century British church is
uncertain, but recent research suggests that it may have
consisted of scattered monas teries; linked to outlying
hermitages or chapels. Ongoing research by Mick
Aston and Teresa Hall suggests that the sites of some of
these early British chapels or monas teries are indicated
today by the presence of small oval parochial
cemeteries.22 The probable reason for the reorgani -
zation of the British church was an attempt by the
Anglo- Saxon Bishops to impose their authority on it
and bring its practices in line with the rest of the Roman
church in Europe. 

Conclu sions

The Chairman Peter Fowler both intro duced and
summed up the day’s proceedings. He suggested that
between c350-c650 there was no central authority or
tax collection within the Glouces ter shire area and that it 
was part of ‘Arthur’s  Britain’ – outside the area of early
Anglo- Saxon settlement. He has the inter esting idea
that Wansdyke is an unfin ished Roman style 5th
century defence line, which was abandoned after the
victory at the battle of Badon.

Clearly in the last 50 years there has been a great deal of
fieldwork and research (not all of which is published,
for various reasons) that sheds a lot of new light on this
intriguing period of the region’s history. My own
feeling is that all work to date has been done on an
individual basis and in future all archaeo logical
fieldwork and research should be carried out within a
regional archaeo logical framework (defined as a
summary of the current state of knowledge) and a
regional research strategy (a priori tised list of objec -
tives).23  Once we can all agree on the questions we
should be asking, then we have much more chance of
finding the answers and also of contrib uting to national

research projects such as the ongoing work on the DNA
study of skeletal material.
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GLEVEN SIS 36  2003

OLIVER CROMWELL OF GLOUCESTERSHIRE

Russell Howes

Towards the end of the civil war a namesake and cousin
of the great Oliver Cromwell served as second in
command of the parlia mentary garrison of Gloucester.
This was Oliver Cromwell, fourth son of Sir Philip
Cromwell of  Biggin House near  Ramsey in
Hunting don shire.

At the beginning of the civil war he served parliament as 
captain of a troop of horse, which he raised without
charge to the state. He was first in action in Glouces ter -
shire about January 1645, when he joined in a surprise
attack by Colonel Massey, the governor of Gloucester,
upon the royalists near Sully House in the Forest of
Dean (now known as Soilwell House, about two miles
north of Lydney). The attack was successful, but Oliver
Cromwell lost a good many horses. According to an
affidavit by one of his troopers he lost four horses of his
own and 18 others. An account drawn up by Oliver
Cromwell of horses lost in various actions listed 12 at
Tewkesbury, 21 at Sellow garrison, 6 at Sellow
(presumably Sully) and 10 at the relief of Cardiff.

When Colonel Thomas Morgan succeeded Massey as
governor of Gloucester in June 1645, Cromwell was
appointed his major, and as such was second in
command. Major Cromwell testified to the valiant
service of Cornet Richard Castle at various actions.
This implies that Cromwell was present on these
occasions. The actions were at Worcester, and the sieges 
and capture of the towns and castles of Berkeley,
Chepstow and Monmouth in 1645, and the sieges and
capture of Hartlebury and Raglan castles in 1646.1

Major Cromwell served under Morgan until May 1646,
when Morgan’s regiment was disbanded (so Cromwell
stated in a petition; in fact Morgan’s regiment was
disbanded in February 1648). Cromwell claimed as

owing to him arrears of pay amounting to £1238 3s 8d.
The committee of Gloucester declared that his accounts 
were correct, and that he had behaved gallantly. Money
from the seques tration of Sir Richard Ducy of Frocester 
was assigned towards the pay of Cromwell’s company.2

In October 1646 Cromwell offered himself for service
in Ireland under Philip Lord Lisle. He was captain of a
troop of horse, and again was appointed major of his
regiment.

Major Oliver Cromwell in 1649 engaged to serve under
his cousin Lieutenant General Oliver Cromwell in
Ireland. Among the Common wealth Exchequer Papers
are orders in which Lieutenant General Oliver
Cromwell authorised payments to Major Oliver
Cromwell for the supply and mainte nance of his troop
of horse; the signa tures of the two men appear almost
the same.3 Major Cromwell had not yet been paid his
arrears, and complained to parliament that his creditors
were urgent, and he was in danger of arrest. He never
did receive his pay, for he died in 1649 at Waterford, the
one Irish town which his cousin failed to capture. Anne
Cromwell, the sister and heir of Major Cromwell, was
still seeking payment of his arrears in 1659.4
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GLOUCESTER ARCHAEOLOGY UNIT ANNUAL REPORT 2002

INTRODUCTION

2002 was a challenging year for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit. The fieldwork team carried out two
standing building surveys, four field evaluations of
sites prior to planning approval, and over 50 watching
briefs during the course of developments in the city.
Our events and activities included three archaeology
‘road-shows’ with our annual training excavation
taking place on the alignment of the Roman road at
Quedgeley. At the beginning of November Richard
Sermon gave one of the talks at the joint CBA/CAG
symposium ‘Sons of Woden or Soldiers of Christ’ on
the linguistic evidence for the periods before and after
the Anglo-Saxon settlement. At the end of the month he
gave a presentation in London to the Society of
Antiquaries on the mitigation principles of the
previously proposed Blackfriars Multiplex scheme. On
the planning and regulatory side we required and
monitored excavations at 124-130 London Road by
Foundations Archaeology where a substantial area of
the previously identified Roman cremation and
inhumation cemetery was excavated in advance of a
new residential development. Whilst at Upper Quay
Street in the city centre the 1st century Roman
waterfront was protected below a concrete raft
foundation for the new university halls of residence. We 
also represented the City Council at the planning
inquiry into proposed residential development at
Woolstrop Cottage, Quedgeley. The result being that
some development was approved on land near the
medieval moat, but with the option of the monument
itself and half an acre of open space coming into public
ownership. However, our most challenging task of the
year was a strategic review of the City Council’s
services within our department (Culture, Learning and
Leisure). Initially it had been proposed to reduce the
role of GAU to providing planning/regulatory
functions only. However, this decision was later revised 
and the Unit is included within an ongoing review of the 
museums service planned for completion in 2003, but
with a reduction in staff and increased income target.

FIELDWORK (Fig 1)   

In the reports that follow authorship is denoted by the
initials of the contributor.  Significant amongst field
work  were:

83-89 London Road
(GLRCM 2002/27)
SO 8407 1892
Obser va tions made during the levelling for and during
construction of new devel opment on the front half of
the site, to a maximum 1.3m deep on the frontage.
Foundation trenches, as well as sewer and surface
water trenches, were an average 1.2 m deep.
Geological
The site bounds the north shoulder of the Wotton
hillock, extending towards the city. Undulating stiff
buff orange alluvial deposits overlay the Lias clay at
2.7m on the frontage. A north wards fall of 0.8m was
recorded towards the rear of the site.
Wotton Roman Burial Ground
Evidence of two inhumation and two cremation burials 
were recorded along the site frontage area. The
cremation pits 0.6m square were filled with
fragmented burnt bone, charcoal and sherds from
ritually broken pottery vessels. An early 2nd century
black- burnished jar was used as a cremation urn. A
buried surface or bed of small Oolite limestone slates
exceeding 1m long and two undefined small pit
features were also recorded. Note: The Wotton Roman
burial ground extends down over 500m along both
sides of the London Road alignment, formerly the
Flavian fortress and subse quent Colonia spur road,
from its junction with the Claudio- Neronian Ermin
Street alignment of Denmark Road, on the Wotton
hillock.
Medieval and Post- Medieval
During this period the site remained open culti vated
land. An accumu lation of gritty green to grey charcoal
flecked loam exceeding 1.2 m thick sealed the Roman
level. The loam was saturated with the small marsh
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Fig 1  Gloucester Archae ology Unit fieldwork 2002
(Sites with labels are referred to in the text)
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snail shells, numerous garden snails and some banded
snail shells. The 17th to early 18th century horizon was
notable for the high number of clay tobacco pipe
fragments. APG

104 Northgate Street
(GLRCM 2002/37)
SO 8343 1869
An archaeo logical evaluation was carried out in June
2002 on land at 104 Northgate Street on behalf of
Markey Builders, Gloucester. Five trenches were
examined. A borehole survey was under taken in July
2002 following the evaluation. Previous work to the
south of the site has identified Roman struc tures. 
The results of the trial trench inves ti gation indicate that
there has been continuous use of the site since the
Roman period. Deposits have been dated to at least the
4th century AD by pottery sherds. This infor mation has
been supple mented by the borehole results. A dated
surface was uncovered at 1.2m below the modern floor
in trench 4, which faced onto Northgate Street.
Borehole evidence to the rear of the existing property
showed the depth of ‘fill’ deposit to be in the range of
3.35 - 3.5m. There appears to be little evidence for
intensive use of the area to the rear of these struc tures. It
is possible that the land was kept open, or under orchard
(see below), as it could have been too wet/unstable for
major building. Close proximity to the Fullbrook may
be the reason for the depth of soil deposits and for
possible reeds identified in bore hole no.2.
Early maps of the area show devel opment on the street
frontage but the area behind appears to have been
retained as open plots or orchard until the later 19th
century. There has also been distur bance of any
potential archaeo logical deposits by the construction of
existing and earlier 19th century buildings. However,
disruption would primarily have been to any medieval
or post medieval deposits since the founda tions of the
earlier buildings do not seem to have reached the depths 
of any Roman deposits. LD

Horton Road
(GLRCM 2002/40)
SO 8442 1851
Prior to demolition and initial ground works, the Unit
carried out a programme of building recording of areas
in the curtiledge that were to be demol ished. There has
been an ongoing watching brief during the ground -
works programme. LD

Wessex House, 32 Clarence Street
(GLRCM 2002/43)
SO 8346 1852
Obser va tions made in internal pier foundation 1m
square and 2.2m deep.
Undefined Water Channel Deposit
A soft wet Lias clay silt marbled with brown clay silts,
was recorded at 1.85m deep. An undated overburden of

buff greyish loam containing fragments of Oolitic
limestone and charcoal flecks was recorded from 1 m
deep.
Post Medieval
Undated clay surfaces and charcoal spreads, recorded
from 0.8m deep, were sealed by building debris
containing white lime wall ceiling plaster and
limestone roofing tile fragments: A fragment of later
clay ridge tile dated to a phase of demolition in the
19th century. APG

11a North Road,
(GLRCM 2002/48)
SO 8392 1955
Obser va tions made in 1.6m deep foundation trenches
for a detached property.
Geological
Pink to buff alluvial loam overlay Jurassic limestone
sands and gravel of the Kingsholm Terrace, at 1.1m
deep.
Undated Gravel Pit
Beneath 19 - 20th century dark loam levels, a 1.6m
deep gravelly loam back-fill extends beneath the new
property towards the frontage. APG

6 Armscroft Crescent
(GLRCM 2002/62)
SO 8500 1856
Obser va tions made in 1m deep foundation trenches
for rear extension.
Geological
A stiff alluvial clay loam, containing occasional
pockets of Jurassic limestone sand, was recorded from
a depth of 0.6m.
19th and 20th Century Metalled Surface
An undefined area of fine cinder bedded on broken
brick above Oolite and Lias stone make-up was
recorded below modern garden loam, at a depth of
0.3m. APG

176 Barton Street
(GLRCM 2002/65)
SO 8389 1791
Obser va tions made in the 1m deep foundation
trenches for a block of flats.
Geological
Jurassic limestone sand and gravel deposits were
recorded at a depth of 0.5m below the modern
pavement level.
Medieval and Post- Medieval
The probable shoulder of Barton Street’s sunken road
alignment or side ditch was recorded at a depth of
1.2m deep across the site frontage. Shallow areas of
undated gravel extraction also occurred across the
frontage. 
19th Century
A large sand and gravel pit of undefined area, 1.5m
deep, was recorded within the rear area of the site. The
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back-fill contained tips of brick and wall plaster. In
1864 the land was sold and Victorian houses
(1-3 Vauxhall Road) were built down the length of the
site. These were subse quently demol ished for the Pitts
Garage devel opment. APG

98 Estcourt Road
(GLRCM 2002/70)
SO 8406 1957
Obser va tions made in the foundation trenches for a
side extension, 1m deep.
Geological
Alluvial loam overlay Jurassic limes stone sand and
gravel deposits, at a depth of 1.1m.
Roman Colonia, Outer Kingsholm Suburb
Evidence for a north- south linear pit or ditch
alignment, 2.8m wide, bounding a smaller undefined
pit feature was recorded. 2nd century pottery and cattle
bones were recorded from both features. See site
16/1975 (Garrod’s Gloucester, page 63) for 2nd and
3rd century pit features previ ously recorded outside 98
Estcourt Road,. APG

93 London Road
(GLRCM 2002/73)
SO 8412 1893
Casual obser va tions made in a 0.45m deep cable trench 
cutting outer pavement, from Hillfield Garden
boundary to a new apartment devel opment (formerly
83-89 London Road).
18th - 19th Century London Road Cobble Surface
A rare surviving area of cobbled road surface was
exposed in the length of trench from Hillfield Gardens
to outside number 93. Here a slightly angled brick
property wall alignment bounded the fist size grey
cobbled surface. From this point to the above
apartment frontage, the trench cut into along and to the
rear of the brick wall. Note: The clayey silt fill of a
roadside spur ditch recorded within the above
apartment devel opment, is similar to the cobbled
surface clay bedding and subse quent silting. See site
GLRCM 2002/27. APG

13 Kingsholm Road
(GLRCM 2002/79)
SO 8346 1942
Foundation trenching for a rear extension, 1.85m deep.
Kingsholm Roman Fortress Area
An undefined undated feature with mottled grey-buff
fine loam fill, overlay a truncated Jurassic limestone
sand and gravel level, at the bottom of the trenching,
possible ditch silting or gravel pit fill. APG

1b - 3b Worcester Street
(GLRCM 2002/80)
SO 8337 1875
An archaeo logical evaluation was carried out on behalf 
of Markey Builders, Gloucester. One trench within the

existing building was examined. The results indicate
that there has been use of the site since the Roman
period; deposits have been dated to at least the 4th
century AD from the pottery. 
The area to the rear of the property had a cellar which has 
been infilled. This reflects other properties along the
street which have rear cellars. The majority of the site
running up to the street frontage appears to have been
garden/orchard  until the modern period.  It is probable
that the area was not inten sively used as it repre sents the
backs of properties that faced onto Hare Lane.
Worcester Street is not recorded until 1822.        LD

46-50 Denmark Road
(GLRCM 2002/81)
SO 8355 1947
An archaeo logical evaluation carried out on  behalf of
Markey Builders, Gloucester. Five trenches were
examined. Inves ti gation showed that the area, consid -
erably disturbed by building and quarrying, has been
used since Roman times. 
Trenches 1 and 2 at the south west and west end of the
site showed deep deposits of modern material that
appear to have been associated with the construction
and subse quent demolition of part of the Victorian
terrace. They also showed evidence for extensive and
deep excavation for service trenches (water, gas and
drains). The central area had cut into it a brick building
with deep founda tions, now demol ished, as well as an
east-west inspection pit (in trench 3) and a north- south
weigh bridge. There was no evidence for any intact
Roman burials in addition to one discovered in 1979. It
is probable that most of the remains would have been
destroyed when the buildings were constructed. The
owners mentioned, however, that no skeletal remains
were uncovered during the excavation for the weigh -
bridge. Trenches 4 and 5 showed evidence of linear
features, which may be associated with the Roman fort, 
as well as skeletal material at depths of between 1.2m
and 1.6m from the surface. 
The picture that appears from the trial work is of
serious distur bance of deposits on the south western
end of the site, the central area and except for a small
island, the north (rear) part of the site. The south
eastern frontage shows some evidence for early use,
but this was not intensive and may also have suffered
from quarrying. LD

Former Coney Hill Hospital Site
(GLRCM 2002/86)
SO 8607 1716
Interim report of obser va tions made within three
on-going housing devel opment areas on land bounded
by Abbeymead Avenue, Oakwood Park, Redwood
Chase and Walnut Grove. The devel opment lies to the
south of an Iron Age settlement, with subse quent
Roman mid 1st to 4th century ditch align ments (Sites
14/1986 and 26/1990).
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Geological
A plough truncated buff- orange alluvial loam overlay
deposits of coarse Jurassic limestone sand and gravel,
above the Lias clay base.
Roman
Negative archaeo logical evidence. One sherd of
Roman Severn Valley ware was recovered.
Medieval
Negative archaeo logical evidence. One sherd of 13th to 
14th century pottery was recovered.
Land Drainage Systems
This land area had an extensive drainage system, using
90mm wide ‘U’ shaped clay drains placed on flat tiles,
or in some instances Welsh slates. Subse quent lengths
of 110mm round clay drains and one Rumble drain
alignment were also recorded.
Plough Soil Night Manuring
Respective china and pottery sherds recovered from the 
plough soil level, date night manuring activities mainly
to the 18th and 19th century.  Finds included numerous
clay pipe, oyster shells, light and dark green wine bottle
fragments, also bones from cuts of beef and rib joints,
shoulder and leg of lamb. No insti tu tional chinaware
that may have been used in the former 19th century
Coney Hill Hospital was identified with these finds.
APG

St Michael’s Tower
(GLRCM 2002/97)
SO 8317 1855
During repair works to the tower the Unit was commis -
sioned by the City Council Property Services to carry
out a survey and stone- by- stone recording of those
areas which were to be conserved. During and
following the conser vation work, a drawn and photo -
graphic record was under taken. LD

Gloucester Golf Club
(GLRCM 2002/98)
SO 8432 1542
An archaeo logical evaluation was under taken for
Jarvis Hotels Plc prior to new devel opment. The work
comprised two phases: geophysical survey and trial
trenching.
A magne tometer survey was carried out over a sample
area of the proposed devel opment area. Two areas were
inves ti gated with the central area (Area 1) showing
more potential for archaeo logical features than the
south western (Area 2). In Area 1 evidence for  ‘ridge
and furrow’, under lying  distur bance which might be
associated with quarrying, or activities of a similar
nature, was recorded as well as potential cut features
(possible ditches). 
Trial trenching was restricted to areas identified for
devel opment. The main one being to the east where two 
trenches (35m by 1.5m and 15m by 1.5m) were
excavated at right angles. Another two trenches (5m by
5m) were excavated in the central area where it was

proposed to place two bunkers. The trenches revealed
evidence for quarrying and ‘ridge and furrow’. LD

A full list of other sites is in Appendix 1

POST-EXCAVATION

Over the last year work has continued on the Gloucester 
post- excavation programme with particular attention
towards the completion of three excavated sites.  Publi -
cation of the excavation at Saint bridge in 1986 will
report on the discovery of an Iron Age farmstead.  The
report is currently in the editing process and the illus tra -
tions for the report are being finalised.  It is hoped that
publi cation will occur in the 2004 volume of the Trans -
ac tions of the Bristol and Glouces ter shire Archaeo -
logical Society.  The unit is working closely with the
BGAS to achieve this goal.

Work has also progressed on the Gloucester Quay
Street sites.  A number of specialist reports relating to
the excava tions at Lower Quay Street in 1993 (site
16/93) and Upper Quay Street in 1989-90 (site 8/89)
have been commis sioned and completed.  A large
collection of well preserved 15th century leather shoes
retrieved from the Lower Quay Street excava tions has
been returned to the unit.  It is hoped that these will
make a new display at the City Museum along with
other shoe finds from previous excava tions.

There was also a large assem blage of water logged
timbers from a succession of 1st to 2nd century  struc -
tures excavated at Upper Quay Street. The timbers were 
sampled for dendro- chronological analysis by a wood
specialist from Lampeter University and produced a
range of dates for the various timber phases.  At least
one major upright post, forming part of an early
structure was shown through analysis to have been
felled in the spring/summer of AD 74.  Overall the
collection has proved invaluable in providing infor -
mation for the construction of an accurate time-line in
Glouces ter shire for reference in future tree-ring dating.

Work was also commis sioned on an assessment of the
plant macro fossils and other environ mental remains
from Upper Quay Street. Analysis of the samples,
particu larly those from the Roman deposits showed the
presence of a rich assem blage with the potential
evidence of dietary, trade and environ mental indicators
in association with well preserved struc tures. Plant
remains from some of the deposits showed evidence of
imported fruits.

Analysis of the animal bone from the site revealed that
the diet of local people in all phases was largely
dependant on cattle, sheep and pig.  Domestic birds and
fish were also eaten, but wild animals did not make up
an important part of the diet in any period. Greater
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detail on the finds including illus tra tions from these
sites will be available in the final report. SC

FINDS

Fieldwork produced a typical range of finds.  Of note
was a cremation from a watching brief at 83-89 London 
Road (2002/27), contained in an early 2nd century
black- burnished ware jar, and grouped with another
similar jar and a number of iron nails and objects.  The
same site produced an unusually large quantity of mid
17th to early 18th century clay pipes.

A variety of researchers have worked on our collec -
tions this year, including a lecturer from the University
of Queensland, devel oping a typology of  Romano-
 British bracelets, and a PhD student from Bradford
University studying buckles found in Britain up to
1650.  Phyllis Jackson has continued her work on foot
bones from sites throughout the city.  She has now
studied over sixty burials, from excava tions at
Gambier Parry Gardens, London Road, St Oswald’s
Priory, Black friars and Southgate Street. Her research,
which looks at the structure of the foot, provides
evidence for ethnic and tribal origins, deformity,
disease and way of life (for an intro duction to Miss
Jackson’s work see Current Archae ology 144, 466-70). 
As always, volun teers and work experience students
have provided invaluable assis tance with improving
the documen tation and storage of archaeo logical
material held at the unit. RA

EVENTS & ACTIVITIES

Gloucester Archae ology Unit organised three
‘roadshows’ in 2003, special events aimed at making
the work of the Unit and the archae ology of the city
more acces sible to the people of Gloucester.  In March
we were at the City Museum and Art Gallery with a
roadshow about the Quay Street area of the city, in June 
the Coney Hill Neigh bourhood Project hosted a
roadshow on the archae ology of Coney Hill, Matson
and  Abbeydale.  In October a roadshow at the Folk
Museum concen trated on Kingsholm.  These proved
popular, and hopefully they will form the basis for
more projects to encourage a greater under standing of,
and interest in, the fasci nating archae ology of the city. 

Over forty volun teers attended our two week public
excavation at the Bristol Road Recreation Ground,
Quedgeley (site 2002/50 – see below). Once again
National Archae ology Days fell on the middle
weekend of the public dig, and we held a site ‘open day’ 
on the Saturday.  We were joined by Dean and
Chepstow Young Archae olo gist’s Club, super vised by
the Dean Archae ology Group (DAG), who gave
visitors the oppor tunity to try their hand at doing

‘geophys’, conducting a geophysical survey of the
playing field throughout the day. RA

TRAINING EXCAVATION 
Quedgeley Recreation Ground,
(GLRCM 2002/50)
SO 8099 1464 

A two-week training excavation was carried out in July
2002 with the intention of locating the projected line of
the Glevum (Gloucester) to Abonae (Sea Mills) Roman
road. The road, tenta tively identified during the
construction of the Tesco Filling Station (site 38/94), is
believed to exit the south gate of the former Roman
colonia at Gloucester and connect to the Roman port at
Sea Mills, 3km north of Bristol. A straight line drawn
from the south gate to the section excavated in 1994
bisects Quedgeley Recreation Ground (SO 80999
14645). This projected alignment coincides with a now
redundant footpath shown on the Ordnance Survey 1st
edition map.

As mentioned above, the position of the road was
suggested by the results of excavation in 1994 of an
evaluation trench prior to the construction of the Tesco
Filling Station at Severnvale Drive, Quedgeley. Here
the road surface was bedded directly onto the natural
clay and consisted of a single layer of close-set oolitic
gravel mixed with about 25% bunter pebbles. The
surface was insub stantial but did not appear to have
suffered significant plough damage. The original width
of the road surface  (approxi mately 7.5 m) was marked
by two 1.0 m wide shallow ditches backfilled with an
orange- brown sandy clay. The nature of the backfill
suggested a natural silting event, possibly as a result of
gradual erosion of the road surface. Although that
excavation appeared to confirm the existence of the
previ ously unseen road, the results were treated with a
degree of caution since no tangible dating evidence was 
recovered during the inves ti gation.

At the Quedgeley Recreation Ground two geophysical,
resis tivity, surveys were carried out - one before the
excavation and one during it:

Survey by GADARG.  A week prior to the excavation  a
survey was carried out by members of the Gloucester
and District Archaeo logical Research Group. The
survey area consisted of a 50m x 10m strip parallel to
the ‘Retreat’, (a residence for the disabled that marked
the northern boundary of the site) and a further area,
extending to the south, measuring 20m x 10m. The total
area surveyed amounted to 700 sq m.
Survey by DAG. A second resis tivity survey was under -
taken by Jasper Blake of the Dean Archaeo logical
Group during the end of the first week of the
excavation. This survey consisting of four 20m x 20m
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Fig 2 Training excavation - Roman road at Quedgeley Recreation Ground
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grids, concen trating on the remaining west side of the
field, and amounting to an area of 1,600 sq m.
The results of both surveys clearly demon strate the
inherent danger of deciding on a trench location based
on expecting something to exist and then collecting just
enough evidence to convince yourself that it does!
(How many times have you heard an archae ologist say
‘If we’d only…’).

The earliest archaeo logical deposit, overlying the
natural clay, was a context (3) observed only in the
western end of the excavation area and extending
eastward for approxi mately 4m. This layer, consisting
of a gritty  orange silty sand, was only partially
excavated in two small sondages where there was
evidence of consid erable distur bance, possi bility as a
result of wheel rutting. This is inter preted as a
construction layer for the overlying stone surface (10)
and was excavated to a depth of about 0.1m. A coin
recovered from within this layer is too corroded to be
positively identified but appears to date from either the
2nd or 3rd century.

The overlying (road) surface consisted mostly of worn
lias limestone with occasional bunter pebble. Only the
eastern edge of this surface was exposed and it appears
to be oriented north-east to south-west following the
same alignment as that projected for the Roman road,
though some 15m to the west. It seems likely that this
partially eroded surface repre sents the eastern edge of
the road, although no evidence for a roadside ditch
could be found.

Situated towards the eastern end of the excavation area
were two stone features sitting within a thin layer (11) of 

greyish- brown silty clay. The most significant feature
(6) repre sented the remains of the former footpath
visible on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map. The
footpath, following the same alignment as the road,
consisted largely of a loose spread of small oolitic
limestones. The footpath measured approxi mately
1.8m wide and was excavated to depth of 50mm. The
olive- brown natural clay was exposed immedi ately
beneath the surface.

The second feature (5) was a sub-circular spread of the
same material, extending 2m south from the northern
edge of the excavation. This spread, also situated
within context 11 and overlying the natural clay, was
excavated to the same depth as the footpath and is inter -
preted as material associated with its construction.
Finds retrieved from the footpath and the stone spread
suggests that the two features are contem porary and
dated to the 17th century.
Sealing the road surface and the footpath material was a 
homogenous deposit (7 and 8) of silty clay extending
the length of the trench. The layer increased in depth
towards the west end of the excavation area from
approxi mately 0.15m to 0.3m in thickness. This is
inter preted as post- medieval build-up, probably
associated with culti vation of the area.

Whilst the geophysical surveys, in conjunction with the 
limited excavation results, suggest that the true position 
and nature of this road can now been confirmed (casting 
some doubt on the 1994 results) the same caution
rightly applied then must again be exercised. Only
when a complete cross-section of the road has been
investigated, ideally in more than one place, can
Glevum and Abonae be joined once more. PG

Fig 3  Training excavation at Quedgeley
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Ap pen dix 1

SITES SUB JECT TO FIELD WORK NOT RE FERRED TO IN MAIN TEXT 

18 Lin net Close GLRCM 2001/01 SO 8520 1613 
90 Kingsholm Road GLRCM 2002/02 SO 8354 1961
23 Ash wood Way GLRCM 2002/03 SO 8693 1679
Land at Churchdown Lane GLRCM 2002/04 SO 8762 1753
66 Field court Gar dens GLRCM 2002/05 SO 8037 1354
The Pint Pot Inn, Bruton Way GLRCM 2002/24 SO 8371 1829
Land at 34- 36 Mal vern Road GLRCM 2002/25 SO 8391 1959
2 Ins ley Gar dens GLRCM 2002/26 SO 8650 1785
11 Downey Close GLRCM 2002/28 SO 8015 1462
Ox stalls Cam pus GLRCM 2002/29 SO 8463 1932
11 Riv ersley Road GLRCM 2002/31 SO 8493 1900
St Pe ter’s School, Hor ton Road GLRCM 2002/32 SO 8455 1867
28 Lea Cres cent GLRCM 2002/33 SO 8540 2001
167 High Street GLRCM 2002/34 SO 8376 1718
17 The Oval GLRCM 2002/35 SO 8301 1667
19 Whitew ell Close GLRCM 2002/36 SO 8621 1742
42 Church Road GLRCM 2002/41 SO 8546 1977
1 Sis son Road GLRCM 2002/42 SO 8538 1902
44 Lon don Road GLRCM 2002/44 SO 8382 1881
56 Cur lew Road GLRCM 2002/45 SO 8573 1656
14 Brook lands Park GLRCM 2002/46 SO 8554 2010
24 Blink horns Bridge Lane GLRCM 2002/47 SO 8490 1830
25a Hill view Road GLRCM 2002/55 SO 8696 1776
18 Ar gyll Place GLRCM 2002/56 SO 8473 1894
KFC, Metz Way GLRCM 2002/57 SO 8514 1760
45 Brook land Park GLRCM 2002/58 SO 8567 2009
71 Elm bridge Road GLRCM 2002/59 SO 8524 1895
47 Cho sen Way GLRCM 2002/60 SO 8678 1796
16 Pad dock Gar dens GLRCM 2002/61 SO 8553 2021
65 Chel ten ham Road GLRCM 2002/64 SO 8514 1931
1 Sinope Street GLRCM 2002/66 SO 8378 1804
15 Hawk Close GLRCM 2002/67 SO 8559 1654
110 Est court Road GLRCM 2002/68 SO 8431 1941
47 Stan ley Road GLRCM 2002/69 SO 8331 1691
121 Long ford Lane GLRCM 2002/74 SO 8475 2005
9 Wood bine Close GLRCM 2002/75 SO 8613 1632
18 Ox stalls Lane GLRCM 2002/77 SO 8485 1933
84 Ox stalls Lane GLRCM 2002/78 SO 8499 1964
79 Rand wick Road GLRCM 2002/89 SO 8256 1482
87 Ox stalls Lane GLRCM 2002/90 SO 8497 1970
20 Chequ ers Road GLRCM 2002/91 SO 8452 1713
31 The Wheatridge GLRCM 2002/93 SO 8547 1601
15 Spa Road GLRCM 2002/94 SO 8290 1804
61 Tewkes bury Road GLRCM 2002/95 SO 8358 2034
2 Winney croft Lane GLRCM 2002/96 SO 8546 1489
Pri days Mill, The Docks GLRCM 2002/99 SO 8284 1841

APG & LD
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NEW ARK EARTHWORKS, GLOUCESTER

GLEVEN SIS 36  2003

1860 plan of earth works at Newark, Hempsted (SO816174) identified by Canon Samuel Lysons as a Roman fort. 

This plan was published in Lysons’s The Romans in Gloucestershire (Glevensis 36 (this issue),42).  North is at
the bottom. The plan, his interpretation and details of the Roman finds at the east are described on pages 47-50
of his paper. An excavation was carried out here in 1948 by Charles Green. He found a small late 2nd - 4th
century settlement. The banks were identified as late medieval. (JRS 39, 1949.107. Citizen, 29 September
1948) . The banks are indeed documented from the 16th century as a rabbit warren ( Registers of Llanthony
Priory 1457-1525. BGAS 2002 174-6 & nn). In a more careful survey, done before they were ploughed out,
they proved to be less rectan gular, less continous than Lysons shows them (OS 1:2500. Glos  xxxiii.2, all edns.)
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HON TREAS UR ER’S RE PORT FOR YEAR END ING 28 FEB 2003

GLEVEN SIS 35 2002

Glouces ter and Dis trict Ar chaeo logi cal Re search Group

Re ceipts and pay ments for year end ing 28 Feb ru ary 2003

In come 2002- 2003            2001- 2002
Mem bers’ sub scrip tions £1494.50 £1368.50
Con tri bu tions at meet ings in clud ing non- members £21.65 £51.70
Shin dig £422.00
Gleven sis £297.35 £347.44
Coach out ing £434.00 £471.25
Bank in ter est                Treas ur er’s ac count £0.46 £1.19
                                     High inter est ac count £55.97 £71.64
                                     CAF Cash Ac count £434.25 £195.48
In come tax re fund £367.65
Auc tion/Raf fle at Christ mas party £10.00 £40.65
Do na tions     £34.50 £377.00                  

To tal In come £3150.33 £3346.85

Ex pen di ture 2002- 2003           2001- 2002
Lec tur ers’ expenses, fees, dona tions and gifts £136.30 £119.00
Ac co mo da tion £221.00 £108.50
Af filia tion fees £68.00 £65.00
In sur ance £216.75 £164.25
Post age £288.29 £292.76
Field meet ings £403.25 £370.01
Shin dig £468.50
Print ing          Gleven sis £505.78 £650.00
                       Other £48.00 £43.00
Pho to copy ing & Sta tion ery £156.94 £285.82
Ad ver tis ing £10.00 £10.00
Re sisi tiv ity Me ter £830.33 £142.25
Mis cel la ne ous £18.58 £1.75

To tal Ex pen di ture £2903.22 £2720.84

Surplus £247.11 £626.01
  less CAF Cash and In ter est, trans ferred to Ac cu mu lated Fund £187.14 £430.53

State ment of As sets and Li abili ties as at 28 Feb ru ary 2003

Cur rent As sets 2003 2002

Bank Ac counts              Treas urer Ac count £414.21 £290.12
                                       High In ter est Ac count £2323.58 £2634.81
                                       CAF Cash Ac count £12629.73 £12195.48

To tal Assets £15367.52 £15120.41

 Ac cu mu lated Fund

Brought for ward from last year £2924.93 £2494.40
Sur plus on cur rent ac count less 
  in ter est on CAF Cash and In ter est trans fered to Ac cu mu lated Fund -£187.14 £430.53

Sub Total £2737.79 £2924.93
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        Pub li ca tion Fund 2003 2002

Brought for ward from last year £12195.48 £12000.00
Plus sur plus for the year £434.25 £195.48

Sub to tal £12629.73 £12195.48

To tal assets £15367.52 £15120.41

Notes    
1  The sub scrip tion to tal in cludes 15 for 2003/2004 (£131)
2  The Pub li ca tion Fund is the money trans fered from the Froces ter Pub li ca tion Fund in 2001 and is ear marked for 
     Froces ter Vol 3 and other pub li ca tions.
3  The Pub li ca tion Fund is held in the CAF Cash Ac count and in ter est de rived ac crues to that fund, and is  not 

            trans ferred  with the sur plus(loss) to the Ac cu mu lated Fund

Mr J Newbury reviewed the accounts set out above pre pared from the accounting records of the Group. In his opin ion they
accurately reflect the surplus for the year and the assets and liabilities of the Group as at 28 February 2003.

The concise general index of Glevensis 1-25
(1968-1991) was included in Glevensis 27 (1993). This 
was compiled by long-time GADARG Hon. Treasurer
Dr. Gerry Watson and developed and edited by Bernard 
and Barbara Rawes.

With only some three hundred copies of Glevensis 27
produced, and few readily acces sible in local libraries,
the poor avail ability of this index has caused concern.
Fortu nately three years ago the situation improved
when Dr. Ray Wilson, well known to Glouces ter shire
archae olo gists as the Hon. Secretary of GSIA, offered
to host an Internet version of the index on his own
compre hensive website, so now it can be viewed  with:
http://home.freeuk.net/ray.wilson/gadarg/gadindex.htm

If this looks rather daunting don’t worry, for when
GADARG moved into the 20th century and set up its own 
website (see Glevensis 33 (2000), 63)  a link was set up to
Ray’s site. So now by connecting to:
www.gadarg.org.uk and then by clicking on
GLEVENSIS you can directly click the index address
above.

A full general index of Glevensis 26-35 (1993-2002)
has also now been produced. The original intention

was that it should be included in this year’s review.
However, after consid ering the number of normal
contri bu tions that demanded publi cation, and taking
note of additional financial demands in 2003, the
decision was reached to delay text issue of the new
index. Hopefully it will be in next year’s Glevensis.

I should like to say ‘thank you’ to all the Group
members and contributors who helped me in the compi -
lation of the new index, by suggesting entries, by
detailed checking and correction and by comment on
content and format. May I be forgiven for mentioning
three names for special acknow ledgement: Amina
Chatwin, Kate Haslem and Martin Eccle stone. It’s
certain there will still be errors and no doubt pundits
will have reasons to raise their eye-brows - if this
happens, the fault is mine. Please let me know of any
inaccu racies you find. 

Through Ray’s dedication and kindness, particu larly
as he is not a GADARG member, the new index of
Glevensis 26-35 has now joined the earlier one
available via his website. 

Nigel Spry 

GLEVEN SIS IN DEXES


